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Elec tiOn Day: Dav is/E yno n lead
By Ken Fish and Lisa Prevost contenders., according to a poll
The John Davis / Ted Eynon conducted by The New
ticket for student bodv Hampshire this past ·weekend .
president and vice presiden\
But the high percentage of
holds a slim two percent lead · students p·olled who were
-o v c r · t h c o t h c r t h ·re e undecid<:_d implies a race which _
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is still wide _open.
Twenty percent of the 184
UN H students polled favored
Davis and Eynon, . while the
teams· of Dan Carr / Chris
Guimont and Chris Fanske/

ROBERT ARSENAUL T

"He~- ( Fauske) very straight
forwdrd - curs The bull. He's
opinionated; but_ wha_t he
says is imporlan!."

"/ 1hink iT ~- a mockery." ·

. ·.

.

"We went 10 school together
for The last six years.
Kramei~· a good friend of
mine."
.
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· D1n1 ng hall hour s to chan ge
By Chris Heisenberg
The Residential Life council
is asking for student input on
· proposed changes in the dining
hours of the three campus
dining halls.
The · coundl: cha,i rcd byChristine Guimont. (e'c eived
i h c rec o rn mend at ion -for
changes from dining ad ministrator Ingeborg Lock last
week, and is now contacting
residence house councils for
student reaction.
The proposal would extend
Huddleston's evening dinner
hours from 7:00 tc) 7:30
Monday through Thursday.
and 'from 6:30 to 7:00 on

Frida). H uddleston's breakfast explaining that no new staff
menu would also be char.iged will be required.
from a full breakfast to a
Director of Residential Life
Continental Plus during the Carol Bischoff also supports
hours of 7:00 to 9: 15 a .m.
the change.
Continental Plus breakfast
"The change will enable us to
at ·' Stillitigs and Philbroo~ rneet _the needs of late diners
would be changed . to full while . not increasing costs,"
· brca kfast s from 7: 15 to 9:00 Bischoff said. "We ar"e just
a.m. and Continental Plus •proposing this. If they (the
fn)m 9:00 to 9:45.
students) don't like it, thev can
The full breakfast includes keep the current times-. " •
entrees. while ' a continental
Guimont said the committee
breakfast is juice. eggs. and is hoping to. hear students'
· cereals.
reactions to the changes.
·-'we will be providing
"We still need to hear the
breakfast for two dining halls - student comments thrqugh th~
· rather than · one, at the same
price," said G_ui n~~rnt , DINING HALL, page 9
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Dan Landrigan followed with
clos"l: t8 percent each of student
support.
Luke Kramer and Jack
Martin lagged behind as the
choice or only nine percent of
· the st.udenrs polled.
More than 74 perceFlt of the
people interviewed_ said they
planned to · ·v ote today or
tomorrow . hut 18 1 pe1:ce.nt af
. these said they hadn't selected
candidates yet. .
Senior Jon Cohen, a former
student trustee and spea.k er of
the student senate said
yesterday he was still
unde.cided on who to vote for.
''I think that every candidate
has at least one major plus to
make them wortny 01 me JOb,
but each one also has a strong
enough minus to make · me
think twice,". Cohen said. ·
Mark Hovde, a sophornore
POLL, page 10
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Faci stshan g
post ers
By Hank Soule
Posters and pamphlets
sponsored by"Aryan Nations,"
a fascist organization based in
Hayden Lake, Idaho, have
appeared on bulletin boards
around campus in the past few
weeks.
.
The posters proclaim the
supremacy
the Aryan race.
Leonard Zakim, the director
of the Anti Defamation League
in Boston, said Arvan Nations
is "very ser;ous right wing neoN a zi , organizatio n which
Da~cing at Saturday ni-g ht 's military b·all ar~ (left to right) Henry Allen, Cadet .Captain Air Force
engages in. pa ram i 1it r y
ROTC) and Cynthia Boehm. (Jim Millard photo)
ARY AN, page 20
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Students pursue lust for the trivial
By 8.eth Gid·e on
Several. people sit around a ·
game board in a small dorm
room . .The air is tense with
expectation . .
-~who invented the character
"S.illy Budd"? Carol ·asks.
"Hmmm ... all I can think of
is Herman Melville," Dale says,
unsurely;
"Right!"

* * *'

This is a reoccurring scene all
· over the UN H .campus as the
garrie of the 80~s, Trivial
Pursuit, ~weeps _the nation.
Fr.ed Duart, manager of the
Fox Run Mall Kay-Bee toy
store, . calls the game a
"phenomenon-" among the over
. age 30, crowd.
"I've never seen anything like
it. It's selling like wildfire,"
Duart said.
·
Trivial Pursuit is a Canadian
, -ivial game · that · employs a
0oa.rd and cards. The object of
the game is to fill your playing
piece with "pieces of pie" by
answering categorial questions
correctly. Then players must
return their filled piece back to·
the st,!rting place. The catch is
an exact throw ·of the die is

needed to get there.
Each $29.99 game comes
with a playing board, a die,
playing pieces and 1000 trivial
cards with six questions apiece. ·
Each trivia cat_egor_' is color,coded.
Extra trivia cards sell for
$23.00.
There are six categories:
sports / leisure, entertainment,
history, literature / art. and·
science. The company i's
currently distributing three
more similar games.
The game is put out by Horn
Abbot and is distributed . bv
Sele how and R ightcr, wh<; alsc)
distribute Scrabble and
Parcheesi .
-carol Hunt: a JUnIOr

elect.rical enginc·e ring senihi· .· ·Gallant said. . the answer to a question . .
"Some people are good in Joe Gallant. Gallant_ who is a · _Gallant sa-id · that - Kappa
Kappa Sigma . brother, riot~d ' · Sigma first started playingthc_
certain areas, others arc good
that the fraternity plays two o·r . game la.st semester befc)re it fot
in something else," she said.
.
the U.S. v.·hen one oLi the 'Tm good at the science three tinies a week.
''It\ ~i pick-up game. W:e :'get
·
questions but awful in the
entertainment area," said · some guys together and play.". _TRlVIi, page Ii

•
Trivia huffs raise
$5000

By Ray. Quprey .
.~ What was _Doctor Zorba's
first name?
-- What is it called when a man
has two testicles'?
.
~ What is the name of the cafe
in "Gasablanca'?"
These are a few or the
hund'reds of sometimes serious~ .
111aj1..~1 iog, i11 a11irnal ~cience am.I
often _ti.mes outrageous
her boyfriend, Dale Loring, a questions featured in the first .
UN H graduate, play the game annual "Easter · Seals Trivial
frequently enough to notice Pursuit Challenge" being held
· that certain questions arc in the Ashworth Bv-The-Sea
beginning to sound familiar.
Hotel on Hampton Beach.
Many students said they
Trivial Pursuit is a new trivia
preferred playing in teams.
· game recently introduced .to the
Suzanne Macakewicz, a New England area. Games can
junior business major, felt that go on for hours and it has been
· team pla~ 1 ing was the best way ca-lied · the hottest board game
to play because there is a better · since monopoly.
·
chance of someone .knowi·ng
Thi-rty-one pl_ayers, co.m pos-

ing nine teams, have.responded object ~hhe board game is to
to the contest- challenge.
- correctly ~nswer questions in
"To enter,' each of the nine each .of six c:.ategories:
teams had to receive geography, .entertainment,
sponsorship of $100 or more," history, art · and literature;
says Judy Normandin, special science and nature, and sports
events coordinator of the and leisure. Once a team
Easter Seals Soc.ietv. "At least CO·rrectly -answered questions
$5000 was collected by the 47 _frpm each categor~'-, it proceeds
teams playing in Hamptoo, at to the center or the hexagonal
the Sheraton. Tara in Nashua, designed playing surface.
·a~1d at the , L9ngwarf in
- An , opposing team then
Boston."
. ·>
chooses -the ¢ategory . the
Acc?rdin.g t? ()ffici_al Trivial , AWARD . page.I-8
Pursuit playmg.,•f ules, the "
. '
·

Pame Gove, Trivial Pursuit winner in ·Hampton~ (Dorian ·
Stonie photo)

Trivial J>ursuit game board. (Jim Millard photo)

NEWS lN BRIEF
INTERNATIONAL
i

-_, Sch~-l tz -r~jects. embassy
move

Duarte wins in El
Salvador ·

Secretary of -State GeorgG Sch-ul_t:1 ~aid the
United States will not move its Israeli embassy from
Tel ~Avi,\ t.o ,, Jerusalem and s·ugge~ttd that
c6ngre_ssi<.rn:a1 . advocates are ,_ havingf second
·thoughts about ·trying to force sucb a. mov"e.. Schultz
called the move ''a rc.ligion~', @d s,ai~ ~t wlrnld '
damage. US · interests. Democ-ratic p1:m;idenfial
contenders' Gar\' Hart and Walter M-6hdalc have
both argued in r:1vQr of the move infl1~ir c,:::i~mpaigns
· to captuu~ votes of N~w -York\ Jewish p.<Jpulation.
-The Nc·v."_York prihiary ._ takes· p)a~c today, ·

·:. ~Ekction officials confirmed · Sunday that
chr1g.fian Democrat Jose Napolean Duarte won .a
p!J.fralit'.; ;, ~ in last week\ pcesiaential elections.
0-ulrite 1t-1us.t now face a rightist opponent Roberto
1)\-~.; .i:brs~(.)n' in a run-off ballot. D'ALb.isson tO()k
4J:f :pd.r<;~nt of Jhe"' vofes~ ind -Dtiarte .wo~ 30
pe:rcent :·~~cording

to Salvadcfrian law:, a-caHd1date

m-cis(iiifeJ0 percent of the vote to win the elcction.-

Elec_fib,n':"(5Jficials also reportcci that _ 1,286276
•;•~-alid~•t y·o'tes were cast, and 153,223 °ballots were
i:~~e:d 'ifrlfl_/or inv·a Iid.

\ .\i.:;_:W~lesa _v owsc.to -fight .
,, ,- . . crucifix ban·
·:·:1?~1_;~;h ': political activist Lech Walesa issued a

Singer .~a,;~vin Gar:e ·§lain
Marvin Gave, the' smooth -V()icqL sii1gcr who
tcipped the chartS i.n the I960\ with hi.s hit ·-·-I Heard
it Thr<mgh the Grapevine". was fatally s-hot in the l
·chest by .his fathd' Sunday. alter a 1,'ight. Ga_ye was
shot sevc.ral times with a handgun mi the eve of his
. 45th birthday at his ptrrcnts home .. G,!ye\ singing
career spanned nearly JO years and _incl\1d_ed several.
d.uets with Tammi Terrel and two 'G1,ammy~1wards
. · f~H his comeback single "Sexual ,Healing:.'. -

to\rghl.y~~ worded ·,statement io Gdansk · Sunday
sa~itrg'., tn~1'C C()U!d be n(HOm_prnmise in the battle
to:kt.ep~<!nkifixes hanging in public buildings. The
I 98;J .', N-0,he I Pc.ace _ f>riz.e ,,winner accused
G§IDthu~ii i _lcade'.rs of strikiri'g al the weak by
taJ:iiig ::,.erP·sses from schools ratht;r than from
fictorics., Ninety percent of the Polish people arc .
Catholic and claim that ctu·cifixes should be
all~i\v.eii"to ·hang w-h_ere the majority ()f peop,le want .
theni. However, . the · government maintains th,iL,,
crucifixes ..in public places violate constitutional
pri•nciples separating church and state. ·

u,a__-

.
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R.110-d es · scholar~ sought
·· · u;,ivcrsiiy offici,1'Js·: · are - looking for students
interested jn competing frn Rhodes Sd10larships ,H
Oxford University. according to Charles Owens.

assistant vice-president of academi.c affairs .
. Qualifications for R hod cs Scholars ·are rigorous:·
students must be US citizens, unmarried, between
the ages of IX and 24, and must fulfill highly
restrictive academic. pers<HrnL a·nd athletic
requirements. Faculty members have been urged to
scirn · their classes for possible nominations.
Applications µre due by April 15 ..

Juvenile drug arres~s up
The incidence of juvenile drug arrests in the ·
G ra nite'St.:i tc \ largest city: Ma nJ.:hester; frlt: the fti-st
six months of 1983 \,\,3S more than rwicc that or the
same. period in 1982 . There were even m<)J:e drug
arrests in the first..-two -months M 1984 than i.n the
period between January 1982 and June of 1982,
according to the Manchester juvenile division . The
m~ijor drugs used in Manchester are first alcohol,
the most used1drug in Manchester, with marijuana
next in popularity and cocaine use <)wthe rise.

WEATHER
Today promises to be suni1y and warm, with high
temperatures in the Im\ 50\. slightly cooler along
the coast. Wednesda" s!Hrnld again be sunny, but
sligf1tly cooler. with- ternpei·aturcs in the ·4()\_ A
chance ·()f showers is predicted for Thursday, with
fair,,skies returning irn Fri-da~;-

Rock wants less red tape
By Chris Heisenberg
Student Body President
Jamie Rock has sugge~ted
several ways to eliminate red
tape · for financial aid after
meeting with the · Education
Policy Committee of the
University System Board of
Trustees.
Rock. also a rnembe~ of the
Student Affairs Committee of
the Board, met with Education
Policy Co'm mittee and the
University Systems Financiai

· Aid Officers in Concord March
22.
From the information
received during that meeting •
Rock has suggested the UN H
Financial Aid Office employ a
work-studv student familiar
with th~ financial aid
procedure to help the students
fill out application forms.
·
Rock also suggested the
Financial Aid Office advertise
these grants, scholarships, and
loans.
·

'Td like to see an increased
awareness in what is available
here." Rock · said. ··1t's
especially important now with·
increasing tuition."
Rock said applying for
financial aid is difficult, and
that "'there is extra red tape
which _could pe simplified."
"'I'd like ·to see a work-studv
student in the office to advise
with the procedure. They say
the responsibility is on the
student to get the aid." Rock
pointed out the instructions for ·
the four page ··revised edition"
financial aid form were eight
pages long.
"With the cost of education
going up. and the State not
seeming to make any more
commitment.
effects many
program~·- Michael And-rew, students." this
Rock said.
director of UNH's five-year '"Education i.sn't a luxury, so it
teacher education program and is important for us to make the
an .education council member procedure easier."
said.
Rock said with all this
Scholarships will be treated money available, the Financial
as low-interest loans, 25 Aid Office should advertise on
percent of · which will be campus ... The current emphasis
••forgiven" for each year the is on the high schools, letting
· recipient teaches af_ter them know there is money,"
graduation. After four years of Rock said.
teaching, th~refore, · the loan
Rock expects to meet with
becomes a scholarship, the Executive Board of the accordiJ!g to Stephen Birrell, Student Senate to e0nsider her
director · of Corporat~ and proposals. She hopes the -Board
Foundation support for UNH. · will come up with more specific
The goal of the scholarship ideas.
·
pro gr a m· is t o provide
Trustee Mary Louise
scholarships of approximately Hancock agi·eed with Rock's
$2,000 each for up to ten· New ideas ... My main concern is that
Hampshire high school seniors. , individual attention be given to
Each recipient will receive up to the student when thev fill out ·
five years 'o f support, totaling the forms. she said ... i think it
$10,000, to complete teacher would be very helpful in
certification through the UN H creating a greater under_ program.
. . _ . standing of financial
·•w fre also trying to set ~
AlD, page 19
ENDOWMENT, page 11

·F unds offered for
education majors

A summer snowman by (top to bottom) Peter Ford, Dennis
Molesky and John Svagsdys. (Jim Millard photo)

By Margaret consalvi
In an effort to combat the
declining numbers of students
who choose to teach for a
living, UNH is btablishing an
.. ExceHence in Teaching"
Scholarship fund to encourage
outstanding stude·nts to seek
careers in education. .
••we want to contribute to
New Hampshire's supply of
teachers. by . bringing more
outstanding students into our

.

.

Employer s prefer pre screening
By Hank Soule
The Student Senate will
formally recommend that
UN H Career Planning and
Placement implement ··prescreening'·', a method of
scheduling interviews by which
the_ recruiting cotporations
. choose those students whom
they wish to interview:
The Sen at e,-~t' re cen:x ,N .
completed two surveys. On°'e
survey was sent to a number of
u n i v e r s i t i e s c o n s i d ·e r e d
competitive with UN H, and the
other to 150 corporations
which recruit students here.
The, results of the surven
indicated that all of · the
surveyed schools· have already
implemented prescreening: 76
percent of the corporations
prefer to prescreen at schools at
which they recruit.
••!his way every student that
wants a company to -look at
their- resume will have
chance," siad Student Body
President Jamie Rock. Most
-students we've talked to favor
prescreening.
·oavid Carroll, acting
director of Career Planning
and Placement, said he wasn't
sure what student opinion is on

a

prescreening.
•·we probably will conduct a
survey of students here,
although I don't have any plans
(to do so) now," Carroll said.
Asked if he favored
prescr:eening\, Carroll res- .
pofl:ded, ··1 haven't made any

•
Ordinanc e will allow taxi service
By Michelle Evans
A proposed ordinance
allowing the growth of faxi
service in Durham will seek
final approval from town
selectmen at a meeting tonight.
according to Durham Police
Chief Paul Gowen.
'"We drafted the ordinance
after an inquiry from a
Portsmouth owner-operator of
cab service," Gowen said. The
operator Pucko's J.P. Taxi
wished to esta bli_sh service in
downtown Durham. "We
realized we had no ordinance
governing the liscensing of
taxis in Durham."
. The new ordinance defines
·taxis as all vehicles with a
maximum passenger capacity
of seven. ··used in the call and

Firm to study
water plant ·
By Michelle Evans
An upgrade 1n the
technology of the Durham
water treatment plant should
prevent another · chemical
leakage lik~ the one which
occurred a month ago.
A consulting firm will be
hired to give the plant better
control over the treatment
process according
Kevin
Clavin, utilities engineer for
UNH plant · maintenance and
engineering.
The hiring of the firm is only
coincidental tO'the appearance
of aluminum sulfate in

to

decisions yet. I have pros and
cons on the issue. We're still
open minded."
Carroll -said that he and
Dean of Students Greg
Sanborn will decide whether to
implement pre.screening
sometime in late April.

Durham's water supply during
the first week of March, Clavin
said.
··This would have happened
regardless of the aluminum
problem," Clavin said,
··although after the ·firm's
recommendations are made
and . put into effect, the
aluminum problem will be
much less lik~ly to occur.••
An equipment failure
resulted in a leakage of an
unusually high leve_l of
aluminum sulfate into campus

WATER. page 6

demand of transportation of transportation. and penalties
passengers for compensation to for violation.
or from points chosen or .
Gowen drafted the proposal
des_ignated by the passengers." himself. assisted by a
It includes rules for' taxi committee of officials.'· The
parking, driver eligibility. ammended ,draft will be
investigation of potential taxi modelled on· those of Dover.
service owners. passenger Portsmouth: and Rochester.

Support student rights: vote!

Gowen said.
The new ordinance was
originally placed on an agenda
for the Durham Board of
Selectmen. The first reading;
foil owed by initial approvat
from the Board, occurred
Monday, March 25, •
At a .town !lleeting sch~duled
for 7:00 tonight. selectm~n w~ll ·
decide whether to give final
approval to the ordinance or
request changes; Gowen said.

;-DEPT. OF WATER SUPPLY
- r.- l SKATNG

-

.

NO SWIMMING
BQlT-ING -OR FISHING
I

.

.

~

PROPERTIES

Sign at Water Treatment plan.t. (Frank C~ns~ntin_o photo)
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Theta/·:c lirtnoves back on camplls
By Lisa Prevost
Ten-- years after fina-ncial
_woes drove it out of town,
Theta Chi fraternity is making
a com·e back on· the UNH
campt s. · · · . _
Next fall, 12 . Theta Chi
brothers will . move into the
white- house on the corner of
Garrison Avenue and

•••••
.
:••••••••••••••••••••••••••u•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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'

been. meeting in classrooms _in
Hamilton Smith_Hall since the
fall of - 1980.Ten UNH men
began those meetings to
reactivate the UN H _chapter;
there are now 25 active .
brothers and 19 pledges,
Hopkins saiq-.
The brothers who move into
the_,; ho_u~e wilLsign individu;l
leases with owner Ernie Cutter,
according fo 'Ho'pkins. They ,
canIJOL~ign one lease under the
fraternity's name because tne
building doesn't meet fire

Madbury Road as th:~ first step
towards its purchase · and
establishment as the new Theta
Chi house, according to junior
Scotf · Hop kins, . Theta Chi
presiaenf
The fraternity, which
overshot its budget in 1974 and
was consequently -dropped by
its national organization, has ·
r

'

!~·

0
-;:

•

..

f_i2'l

,\,.;

safety copes. - ' ·-:
SectionJ .5 A of the Rights &
Rules Ha.ndbook requires ._ a·
University-recognized alternative living _- l-}ni~, · such as a
fraternity hc;mse, to have· a fire
safety agreement . with . the
Durham-UN H fi'~e depart- -

the extent of renovat.ions
needed.
_According . to sophomore
l)avid Atkinson, treasurer of
Theta Chi, ··very, ver~/ rough" _ THETA CHI , page 22

.
' 'd t h~ f ratermty
meHnt,op k"ms Sal
will not ~pproa q.Q,Jheir alumni
corporat10n for a lQ~n to repair
a µ d .. p. u f c.h a s e t he s i x apartment 'ho4se unfil_they live
in. it fdr ff yea r' and deter-mine,

_ .-"
_C
~

• ..

-

ree·ks give t() .
•

_

children

:,

By Michelle Evans ' · ..
. f'raternities . -~nd . iororities
,,; haye traditionally · n'ot
, ,. eontributed to overseas, ·
preferring to concentrate on
foca'( needs. .. '
; However:~ ,~ Sigma - Beta: ·
fraternity and,... Chi . Omega:
'$ orority rece ntf'y'', decided to~_
f:ontribute to ~ave t;~e Children
,h eca use ' tti e' .J' int'e-rnationa~
-~ rganizatic'm :~rifiel-Ps·.~f,eople - : tc/
~ e!p . the~-~~1'1{s;-t- if,&_not .just .
~tra1ght cha rity," said Vice-:-.
P residen't o iiJ~~ar?Watson, the
!brother in, 1 arge of the Beta

5-,
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Produced by

Lawrence Gordon, Joel Silver

Starring:

§:==.

Directed by

Walter Hill

Nick Nolte, Eddie Murphy,

Annette O"Toole, James Remar, Sonny Landham, The Bus~ys

Fr-iday April 6 7:30 & 9:30
. .
.
Saturday April~7 7:30 & 9:30
Parsons L 101 Adm1ss1on S1.00
·
Brought to .you by Area Ill Programming B~ard.
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Theta Chi fraternity's new ho~se. (Frank Consentino photo)
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:week.
· Watson '-". said the :: house'
researchtid. Sa-~e- the Children_
:before deciding to sp·o nsor th~
. ~ child.
··save the :Children educates·
people and -teache}i'\ them to
farm ahd :_'i:r.ri-g ate/' Watson
-said. ··There's not ·a lot of
SIGMA- ·6 Er'A,,~ page 22
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THE STR;lFFORD HOUSE '
and .-T HE $TRAFF
i-_

Student-Rental~ -~nd Suinjner Rent~ls

.t -,. · ,.-;~-

Included)··
Utilities
(All
- -! '
'
'
.-

'

ACCOMMODA-TIONS .
~

.

.

·Single and .double occupancy rooms.
Electric heat with individual ;thermostats.
Wall to wall carpeting.
_
· All rooms completely furnished.
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each rooil)~ ·
Telephone and television jacks.
TV Cable ava·ilat:>te:
· Parking ava_ilabte: Laundron,,at.
Lounge area. Year-round Patio.

The Strafford House and the Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, NH with all the facilities of the .
University of New Hampshire within walking distance> _-

VOTE APRIL 3 & 4 VOTE.APRIL 3 &4 VOTE APRIL3 &4 VOTEAPRIL 3
& 4 VOTE APRIL 3 & 4 VOTE APRIL 3 & 4 VOTE APRIL 3 & 4 VOTE
APRIL 3.& 4 VOTE APRIL: 3 & 4 VOTE APRIL 3 & 4 VOTE APRIL 3 & 4
~OTEAPRIL3&4 VOTEAPR~L3&4 VOTEAPRIL3&4 VOTEAPRIL3 & 4' VOTE APRIL 3 & 4.· voTE APRIL 3 & 4-;,,VOTE' APRI-LJ_& 4 · VOTE
APRfL 3-&. 4 ,- VOTE .APRIL 3 &: 4 ~:OTE APRIL3 &'4' .vorE 3 & 4: _vo1l.
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Rental Office at
The Strafford _house
868-2192
14 Strafford _ Ave.
Durham, NH -

Team holds trash-a-thon

ALEIIDAR

By Kris Snow
received .a ·$350 stipend from team.
TUESDAY, April 3
.. We hope to collect about 50
UNIVERSITY GALLERIES: "Rembrandt: Master Printmaker"
The St. Pauli Girls women's St. Pauli Beer last year,
and "Figuratively: Contemporar)' Drawings from New England."
rugby team, whose members . Leighton said. -Money raised to 75 bags of garbage, so we're
consist mainly of UN H from the -trash collection, asking people to sponsor five or · Through April 25,
IO cents a bag," she said.
students, will hold a combined with thi·s . year's
WOMEN'S STUDIES _SEMINAR SERIES: "Survey of Women
Leighton said she hopes- the
fund raising ··trash-a-th on" stipend, may allow the team to
C o m p os e r s , ' ' P e g g y V a g t s , M u s i c D e p a r t ·m e n t .
next Sunday, Ap'ril 8.
· participate in a tournament in furidraiser will help earn the '. Hillsborough / Sullivan Room, MUB, 12:30-2 p.m.
According to team president Montreal later . this spring, team a rriore respectable
reputation, because the St.
Martha Leighton, sponsors Leighton said."
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA: David Seiler: director. Johnson
will pledge money for each bag
Leighton said the trash-a- . Pauli Girls are ofteri associated
Theater. Paul Arts. 8 p.m.
of garbage collected from thon will be conducted as a with ..drinkin~ ~_Ed rowdyism.·~
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4
Durham roadsides.
_
~\\, --.;a·u ~•At - . . - - - - • - - - - - - - - - .
CLASS RING SALES: MU B, IO ~.m. to 3 p.m .. sponsored by
Leighton said the money
~
... ;.~•<"_ ._
Senior Key. ·
earned will be used to meet
~
. ~ ./ ,
travel and equipment expe·nses . > ..c-O~
4th ANNUAL · BAND FESTIVAL COMPETITION: All dav
for the team, which can play no· ~ ~
~ .· :~•~ /1
comp~tition,. Conc~rt at 7:30 p .m. i.n Jolrn~on Theater.
·
home games · because. they do i::
. _/. ,
.
f.
.
'
:c
not h ave a 1eld to play op.
c::.:::.. . ....:.::..~~
SLIDE SHOW: A cultural and mountainccringjourncy in i'ibet by
The 40-member team is not
·
Jed Williamson. one of the fi•rst America.ns allowed in-western China .
since the 1930\_. Hillsborough j-Sullivan Room, Memorial tJnion:
recognized by th~ u r:iiversity ~s
. 7:30 p.m . .c75cr
a student ornamzat10n, but 1t l J
~ 1'- ·

r . -~ ·
1111,.,.;; - - - ~

~oo• -•• D

I

T HUKSOAY, APRIL :5
CLASS RING SALES: Memo.rial Union, IO a.m. to 3 p.m ..
Sponsored by S~nior Key.

Graduation
is klay 1·9_ ·
For seniors, it is
time t'o order go~ns
and get the diploma _
forms l~~nt in.

"SOrileone to .Talk to"
862-2293
·~· -~·~ ;
_\

anywhere in_New Hampshire
•" · 800-582-7341

or ''Drop·•.Jn"
Basement Schofield_.J.-Iouse

BROWN-BAG-IT. AT THE GALLERIES: Ctrncert music b.y
Women Composers performed by UN H _women's-Chorus En flute
Ensemble. University Galleries, Paul Arts, 12 noon :
JACKSON ESTUARINE LABORATORY SEMl"NAR: "The fate
and transfr>i'mati.ons of chromium in Great Bav," Mike Hurd and
B~rr): Lyqns. Dept. of Earth Sciencs. hckson Estuarine
Laboratory , 3 p.m.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN: .
.. Today's Need for - Career Counseling." Judy Randall, Career
Planning and Placement. A special meeting-invitatio•n to graduating
senior women. Faculty Center, 4 p.m.
.
.

.

MlJSO FILM : .. IL .. . " Strafford Roo.m. MUB. 7

& 9:30. $1: .

CONCERT CHOIR CONCERT: Johnson Theater. Paul Arts, 8
p.m.

FRIDAY, APRIL .6
' FACULTY LECTURE SERIES: .. Building Blocks Rearranged:
The University of the Future." Gordon Haaland. Berkshire Room,
. New England Center. 8 p.m.

..

··•~~~~~~~~----------...;..-_;;___
·1011,CES

(continued-fr<:>m p_ag~ 3)

ATHLETICS 'AND RECREATION
INTRAMURAL TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIPS:
\~The Long Clilpb to th~ Top~'- Sponsored by
-Recreational Spprts. Men's and women's .singles:
m·e n's ·· arid womrn's d<>Ubles and mixed, double~.
;Eligibk participants may. enter orily two of the
events. Entries dut; Monday. April 9, Room 151.
Field House. 9 · p.m. Call 862-2031 for more
information.
TRIATHLON: Sponsored by Recreational
Sports. A new special event includes running.
swimming. and canoeing. Competition in many
division_s for teams of four including
faculty / staff/ graduate students. Triathlon takes
place Sunday. April 15. Pick up Team entry forms
at Department of Rccr.eational Sports. Sec your
Sports Manager or call 862-203 I (<fr more
information.

.

CAREER

, RES·UME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career
Planning ~nd Placement. Opportunity for students
. to receive feedback on final draft resumes on a
i"irst-come/ first-served basis:. Wednesday. April 4,
Room 203. Huddleston. I :30 to 4:30 p.m.
INTERVIEWER COMMENTS REVIEW:
·sponsored by Career Planning and Placement.
· -Students ma, learn of how the, , arc coming acr<'iss
-during thci( on-campus intc;·views on a first. come/ first-served basis. Thursda:,', April 5. Room
·
· 203; H uddlcston. I :30 to 4:30 p.m.
"TODAY'S NEED FOR CAREER COUNSEL. ING": Sponsored by American Association of
.University Women. Judy Randall of Career
Planning and Placement will present talk at
. AAUW meeting. Thursday, April 5. Faculty
,_ Center. 4 p.m. Graduating UNH senior women are
· especially invited to attend., Call 862-1844 or 749; ) 921 (evenings) for more information.

· · ··what ~~s influenced those values. Tuesday. April 3.
•...
, '
..
, .
'<'"
Huddksro·n ..·8 p. m.
J300ZOM ETER: Sponsored by '' Health
Edu~ation Center. Program gives students
Ppportunity to examine and discuss their attifudcs
and · values towards alcohol and other rclatl:d
issues. Tuesday, April 3, Wi.lliamson. 9:30 p.m.
ALCOHOLISM: Sponsored by. Health Education
Center. Guest speaker from AA will discuss issues
surrounding alcoholism and recovery from it.
Wednesday. Apr·il 4, Alexander. 7 .p.m.

COMPUTER SERVICES
Non-credit courses for a nominal l'cc arc listed
below. l~egistration is 1-c4uired. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Ro(m1 2E. Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USN H pcrscmnel. All courses arc
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
BEGINNING 1022-1.2: Two-session coui:sc
explains System l022 data base management
program and teacbcs participants to store and
update records in computer file and to produce
simple reports from this data. Prerc4uisites are
Beginning Timesharing and ei.ther Beginning SOS
or Beginning XTECO. Tuesday. April 10 anu
Thursday, ·April 12 from 9:30 a.m. to noon. Fee is
$4.

GENERAi.

UNH OUTD00R POOL LIFEGUARDS
NEEDED: Recreational Sports has applications
for sumn1er 1_984 lifeguards·. ALS rc4uired . Hours
are noon to 6 p.m. starting June 20. Stop in Robm
151. Field House <)r call 862-2031.
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT A N D VICE
PRESIDENT ELECTIONS: Sponsored by
Student Senate .. Tuesday, April J and Wednesday .
April 4. Stillings, Philbr<)(Jk and Huddleston, 11
a .m. to I p .m. and 4 to 6 p.m . Library. MU B.
WSBE. Kingsbury and St()kc. 9:45 a.m. to 4 p.m.
H FL P w·n H W R I 1· I N G 'R Es EA R c H
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
PAPERS: "AccessinJ; Info in the Library"
NH OUTING CLUB EQUIPMENT AND
Tuesday. April 3 . .TASK Center Stoke Hall, 12:.30
. ARMY NA VY SUR PLUS SALE: Get rock
to 2 p.m. or 4 tb_. 5:_30 .p ..m. Group size will be
~-bottom prices on used equipment and military
limited. C,tll cai-,1): for rcscrvat.i ons. 862-3698,
· s-urplus gear. Tuesday. April 3 and Wednesday.
.
. .
TASK Center.
:April 4. Senate/ Merrimack Room, . Memorial
FINANCIAL AID "AND FIELD EXPERIENCE
Union, 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Tuesday, 9 a.m. to 5
FOR GRADUATE. STU DENTS: Sponsored· by
'. p.m . .on Wednesday.
Babcock House. Sneakers will be Harry Richards.
·HANfJiCAPP.ED AWARENESS WEEK: ·
Assistant Dean or Gn.1duate Sch<lol: Susan Allen.
Sponsored by Handicapped Student
Associate Director of Financial Aid: Mar, Ellen
<Organization. Exhibits. simulations, wheelchair.
- Wright. Grants <specialists. Research JOffice:
~and blindfold tours 9f campus. films. Wednesday,
Robert McG affery. Manager. Field Experience.
i April 4 and Thursday. April 5. Strafford Room.
Tuesday. Apj-il 3, ·Main Lounge. Babcock. 7 p.m.
Memorial Uni(>n. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Films in Carroll
CAMPUS. CRUSADE FOR CHRIST
· Room, MU B, 7:30 p.m. on April 4 01:dy : · _ .
T~ESDAY?~N IGHT LIVE: A time for i iri}?),ng.
' {JNH WILDCATS VERSUS GRANITE STATE
J_ $TAINLESS STEELERS: Sponsored by
s k I t s a n d:: C hr i s t i a n i n p u t. T o 1f i ~-:~,J:,.:~·t:~,.
'"':·;:
r Handicapped Student Organization. Wheelc_hair ,r.; , "Enccrp rag.,ep1ent .. speaker. John Dc:.Jt
:basketball. Thursday. · April 5, UNH Fieldhouse . Tuesday. A.rril ~- Room 307 . . Horton ;·~- _a·l
,.:;: .:;
.
S :ci'ence-. 7 t~f8:30'p.m.
..Gym. 7:'30 p.m'. $2 admission .
fRENCH flLM ~ "PEPPERMINT SODA'':
. 'NICHE COFFEEHOUSE PRIME : TIME :
, Sponsored by Fre·nch and halian Depa~·tml nt. .
· Various teas. coffees, baked goods in relaxed.
French film : with English sul:)titles . and .. brief
.friendly atmosphere. Saturday. April 7. Room 7L
intryductory, kcture. Wednesdaj·~. April 4. Room
.Devine, 8 p.m. to midnight.
.
110, Murkla'nd. 2 .and 7 p.m. _$1 ad.mission . . ··
_HEALTH
AMNESTY -~- INTERNATIONAL MONTHLY
' NUTRITIONAL ASSESSMENT AND
M EETI N G::)~·riday:,~:-ApflJ 4. Hamilton Smith .. 7
. COUNSELING SERVICE: Human Nutrition
' , -~-,
.
p.m.
Center provices a complete nutritional assessment
ORGANIZIJSG AND-WRtrfNG ,THE PAPER
.of your present dietary habits. Call 862-1704 for
WORKSHpP: Sponsored by Training in
:. more information.
Academic S'kills (TASK) Center. Tuesday. Api·il
!:LIQUOR AND YOU LOVE LIFE: Sponsore.d by
-·l:lealth Education Center. Workshop provides . IO, TASK Genter, Stoke, 12:30 to 2 p.m. or 4 to
5:30 p.m. ,Group size limited. call earl, for
· participants with opportunity to explore their
reseniations / 862-3698.
:_ values regarding alcohol and sexuality and discuss
;·:.!'..-:,"

.
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water. The chemical, used to This is a routi(ie process, dont
rid .· the _'' water of impurities, · every September and April, he ·
·
resulted in greasy hair and said.
minor skin problems in many
.. The system builds up
campus residents for over a sediment," _ Clavin said. '"It
week.
won't come out of the tap, but it
A company has been lays in the pipes, until
selected. after two months of something · happens to stir it
interviews conducted by the up."
ma_iritenance . dep_a rtment.
The use of a fire hydrant or ·
However, the company's name the starting up of a shut-down
will be withheld, Clavin said, building could disturb the
UAtil documents are signed by sediment, making it suddenly
University System · of New apparent in the water. he said. ·
Hampshire officials.
"The process is standard for
· The decision to -s tudv the keeping the wat·er clean, and
plant ·p rocess · was orig1nally preventing rust from forming
made in November, in an in the iron pipes;·,. Clavin said.
agreement befwe~n ' Durham
No new developments have
and UNH.
been discovered in -the
Plant

Manintenance

and

aluminum sulfate case, Clavin

Engineering will also flush out said, since the substance was·
the water mains of the entire .f irst discovered , m Durham's system this week: Clavin s_a id. "" drinking water-;

A·EROBIC:D.ANCE ·CJDISSES

"' , s1tll1,ron,. fit

TUESDAY and THURSDAY ·evenings·
' from 6:-30 to 7:30 p.in:
.Classes· held at Oyster River
Middle School Gymnasium
6 classes at $15.00
Call 868-2199,to,_regist
~r,•"~;$.
.? ..;_~
•
No expenen~~'9~~e$s_:~
Beginners
;Y~ ~•• '-•.

~'w~T'h6m~:

.

muso .FILM SERIES ' RESENTS...

-·RESUMES
·1-:1ectronically Typed .

IF

TIJursd«y. April 5th
Strafford Room
ln~the MU B
Shows at 7:00 & 9:30
Admission: $ 1.00

· A magnificent. surrealistic study of students at boarding scbtiol wh<)
plot revolution - - or· do they? Originally x-rated, this ·r(lm was later
trimmed for wider acceptance. Malcom McDowell"s (A
CLOCKWORK ORANGE) Film -debut.

----------------------------COMING SOON: ABEL GANCE'S
NA.POLE.ON, APRIL 18th, 19th &_ 20th

Sd.:l·tion of P.tpl'r & l:mclopl.'s
25 ('opi~s * 25 Enyclopi:s
25 Extra ~hccts of Paper

'$15.00
$21.75

(one page)
(~wo page)

Durham Copy
. .knkii1s C(n11-i
l>urhai11. I\. H. ().~824
Ron Gar~.

. 868-7031
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spring and summer-_clothiqg. ·
·
.
-- .
for bargain prices at...

er if-lg .quality~u self

·s1. aaoraa's. cnurch Thrift Sha.a
Open Thursdays, · 10-.5 ·
M~in Street, Durham

April 3 to April 10
Cat's Closet at'-the MUB
\

. '

I

INVENTORY BARGAINS.
The mo~e you buy, · ·
The less we count!
Super Sales now
going on

MUB Cafeteria-·:_
'

· '"'"Let

U!-i

prqmrt• lund1 for ,·,m"" .

Tuesday, April 3
",The Portuguese Way" .
Pork Marinated in Wine and Garlic
· Haddock Basted in Parmesean
Port,uguese Rice .
Basil,. Tomato and Egg Soup
Stravyberries i_n Merinque

\J\!ecjnesday, April

1.80
1.50

/\'"" ~9 ;

. !

.75.

•

· :65 .

.4

Heef Stroga~off ·
Spjnach Quiche
Cheese-Stuffed Tomatoes

2.50 .
1.25
1.00 I.

White Gazpacho

1.00
1.25

Chocolate Mousse

Thursday, April 5·

i

.

.

If you're a senior and hav_e the promise of a $10,000 career-0riented job,
· ·· do you think it's d_ifficult to get the American Express® Card?. ·
.
Guess again. . .,. _.
. .
· It's·rather·easy. ··
In fact, all you need is a $10,000 job. That's it. No strings. No gim~
· · -micks. And this offer is:even good for 12 months.a fter you graduate.
Because American Express wants to ·s how that _we not only believe in
.
your future, but we also believe in you now~ . ., .
But·why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it's a good way to help you to establish your credit history.
,.
And you know how important that is.
Of course, you can also use the Card for vacation trips, as well as
for-restaurants and shopping. And because.the Card is recognized and
welcomed worldwide, so are you.
So calr 800--5 28--8000 for a Special
_ Student Application or look for one at
· your college bookstore or on your
·
-~ campus bulletin boards.
: ' The American Express Card: Don't
leave school without it8M

-Look for an application on campus.
©Amer_ican Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc. 1984

"Ring in the Spring" ·
Ham & Broccoli Rolls au gratin
. Fresh Vegetable Casserole
. Hot Potato Salad ·
, Cream·y _ Tdmatoe Vegetable
· Soup

2.25
· 1.40i ·.
... .,55 ·

·. "~.10 ·
.70

't · Fru.iq\lledl~y

Friday, April 6
1.95

Chicken Cutlet Parmesean
_.
· w/Spaghetti
Pepper 'n' Onion ·Quiche;•
Deep-Fried Zucchini ·
Cream of Broc·col.i Soup
Indian Pudding

~:.{~

i

1.00 -(
.60
.65
.55 - ·

Pistachio's Ice Crean1 Shopp:¢i
.

.

I

The .last winter FREEZE is at Pistachio's!
c ·o me to Pistachio's and enjoy the last winter FREEZE.
·
April 2-April 6
·
..Sherbert Freezes only 90¢
(good only April 2 _:__ April 6)
Hours: Monday through Friday
11 :00 a.m. to 11 :00 p.m,
Saturday & Sunday, 12 noon to
- _11 :00 p.m.

, ...

.,.\ "5. ..

GRADUATING ENGINEERS.·,
BSIE'S & BSCS'S

Get ur car eer
·off the
·Gro und
.

-

:.. ... ,,..
'-"'
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--~~--

-
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~:
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\
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ATTEND
· · RCA'S.OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY, APRil.. 6th.:. 3 PM to 8 PM
SATURDAY, APRil.. 7th - 9 AM to 2 P~ - ,
.... :-·

.'!

1

At RCAin Burlingtoil, Mass., ~e are '

d eve lop i n.g and producing
computer land microprocesso -r _
based electronic -systems which
demand- the latest in Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science .
technologies. , ·our Open 'House is _
your opportunity to explore the
advantages of ·e mploym·e nt at RCA
by talking directly with our Engineers
and Managers. You are invited to tour .
the engineering laboratories and
office areas. A buffet will be served. ·
If you are unable to attend, but would
· like to talk withus,pleaseca llorwrite·
·our- Professional -College -Recruiter
Julie Frederiksen.
1

~

·~

~

.....

r---~---,----~;.;...__--_.;-_..;....,.-

62

-

·__·nc11

RCA
Automated Systems _Bedford Road (Rout_e 62) _
Burlington, MA 01803 ·.
(617) 229-5413
·
Equal Op:p~rtunity .E mplqyer -

_· U.S. Q1tizenship Reqwred··

_ .

•~~
~~

- 11e· ,.._ ,
·a ny
.
A·1I~ition·
_ niGV8.
m.1

,~

f<{ ;DINING-H ALLt
.

~

The New7lampsf\ire ( . s . -

is pu IS e an - 1sfrib'utccn;eniI'- ~=c-<--~wcckl),. throughout the. academic year. Ou1: offices arc located in Room 151 •
nl the ·Mcm6:rial Union Buildi'rig~ UNH; Dur-ham. N.H: 038.14 . .Bus111cs~ -i;.; ~
1
( continued from page I)
)Ilic~ hours~)vtonday - FridatWAM.:2 PM ,.. Academic yea1;subscriptiorr -·", ..;,,,
$20.00 . Third-dass postag~ pa'id at' Durham, NH 03824. Ad\iertisers should
,-. ucstionaires to the house
chccl- tht.:ir ads the first daf -The· Ne\\t 'i-Iampshi1=e will in rio case bt
4
rl'sponsiblc for typographical or othe1-errors,.but'will repri:~tthal-part oh1~p
j councils," she said.
a(hcrti~cmcnt in which a~ ,typograpfiical error appears. if nodlicd
The Residential Life ·
imrnc<,liately . POSTMASTER: send address changes to ]h{! New
committee met last night to
Ham11shire. 151 MU B. UNH, Durham, NH, 03824. I 1.000 copies 1,cr issue
further discuss. the pi·'o posa!,,> ' ·~p-ri_n_l,c'!"·d_.b_)_
' J_o__u_r_na_1_:r_r_ib_
,u_n_e,_B_i_,d.de_1_·0-rd_M_a"!!!'
.in!!!!!e!!!I._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,_

and will: probabl~,i- act (~_n it .
, sometime next week.according·_ .o~~~~o,,,,.b)c;b ~~~
: to Guimont.
Guimont is running for
Student Bod\' Vi:ce- Prnsidcnt, with Dan Ca(;·,.\vho ,~-r~nnin-g _-·
for Student Bod:y Pi:esickni.

3,4

PAID ·-POSITIONS AVAILABLE

, _April 4th and 5th

for ·SBP:

~ _ed11esday an,<I T,ht,ir-s~ay

OutsjdeBtrafford· Room:
.
Me~orial Uni~n ' ·,_

and

SBVP

10:00 Al\'1 - _3:00_Pl\1,.
· -· $10.00 deposit

..

"

__ _

.~:,r:

Sponsored By

'S ENIOR KEY HC)N·O R SOCIETY _
.

(

:~"

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE A,d vertising

Department is taking -applications for ~he ·
positions of Advertising _Exe.ct:J,!Jye..- . M :ust -. =
be an assertive, rnotivaied;;· an¼\···:dvnam'iG : ..
individua-_L Pick UR applicat~to}i's i~ 'r oom .
. 108 of the MUB. Deadline is:Wednesday
April 11th at l p.m.

.,_

-

GEia .CE RTlFl E:D
--., F.O R SUMM ER!
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~
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.The Division of Continuing Education is o~fering a non.:c-red~t course in
:J

;

; ~·

•

~

.

AMERIC AN ·RED CROSS
AD'~ ~NeE·.D LIFESA VING
1

1

.-; ~ ,- ·::·'

:~

.7_·.,- ·_,},:-

. : '.:t

:,:;:;_:. ,· . .

~-,: •.

jl! "Y"2J:.~->b-'/ t'' 'f_ I M Ofl_-~f/111 r.-.~:::1•:.'J()
'
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;.l,':-(J()pm

/Jill
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/ ~"
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~

Cost of the course if "$75'·b1us a $5 registration fee·. The 'required text will be ava"ilable
at the first session. Class size. is limited, _so register,now!

~~

For more informatio~'
[; thi~ . and other .,surr\'hrnr' offe~ing~. drop by the ' /)(:I,; ':
J-:,,p;i.-.1rntio11 ( )fi,.;;: Verr~tJe hfouse, .6 G r rri,s on:Av:eJ Durham o"r°ca1i ·r.i>:uu)2~20 Is.
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communications major. aJ~o
Other students complalned
, hadn't made up his mind: "I that the candidates haven't
don't really · know all the · received enough publicity
candidates that well."
"'The candi_dates just ~ere

not very vislble,'' said C ~ ':su~ported certain candidates e1idorsed the team)." Bowen
J-ohnson. an .unde'Clared~ltbernl -, cited specific reasons for their said. "'I just can't ;bdieve
arts freshman.
· choices.
anyone could believe anything
Students who strongly_ . Steve Thomas, a fr~shman in that u-n-ncwsworth\'
·· b<)tany major. is advocating the publication."
.,
Kramer/ Martin team.
None of the students
"I know ( Kramer's) floor interviewed commented on
well over in Stoke.'' Thomas_. candidates Carr and Guimont.
said. reJerring to Krarner's
A number of students .said
I
position as a resident assistant. they have not bothered to pay
I
"'He does well there."
attention to the student ·
One of Westchester's most prestigious
Lisa · Santagate was still election. :
.,
·
Hospital Centers is ottering
I
· deciding last night whether to
"Electio~s? i·~e had-m)' mind
vote for Kramer/ Martin or on ph·,sics and calculus "said
I
Fauske;-Landriga·n.
- freshn~an Mark Fraser. ~ho is
I
· "'The . issue of age and m-ajorir:ig in . mecha·nical'
experience is what's_ keeping me engme~rmg..
.
back." said the junior. "'Fauske
Senior Jim Masteralex1s
,. June, August
and Landrig,:in have been questioned the need for a
and Septemb~r, 1984
involved ( in student activities) student government.
Apply your professional knowledge~
longer than Kramer/ Martii1
"'Does it make any
in the Clinical setting with the help
h;.w,, hut K ramed Martin also
difference?
I don't think it
· of a Precept9r This is a 4-month
have a lot of bacl-grourid and ·rr.atters really." he said .
Preceptor Program working with a .
ex·perience _be,hiQ.c;i them."
Repuners Michelle Evans, .
knowledgeable RN who is respon- ·
·h
·.
sible for your initial orientation and
·
"
s
:",
·
Maureen
O'Neil, and Afargaret
S op omore
usan 8 owen- C
continued development. Tb.is pro1vi· a 1so comp,·1 e d
h d
l"d
t
·
t
unsa
1
gram is designed to accommodate
a r~ e _ou · on y on~ e~m information for fhis u/1. '
individual needs and progress.
last night 1rom hc:z.r ch01ce tor . · .. ... · · : .
P
Regular ~cheduled seminars with
. student ,leaders._,,, ... ;,.
'.
head nurses and ci nursing staff ·
"'Definitely not John Davis
. 'k -U '. ', :·
There is no rotation, with every
(and Ted Eynonfbecause I i·ead ,.
other weekend off and work the

RN'S-GN'S

I
I

I

PRECEPTOR
PROGRAM

I
I
I
l

Be

same time as your Preceptor Preceptors are accepted in sp~cial units.

nice ·

The_UNH Heraldtoday(which_ __ ,•:

to Su,r M.

- COMPETITIVE SALARY RANGE

· _· For More In1onnation
Contact:Kathleen Hayes, RN
Professional Recruiter
(914) 681-1100

YOUR BEST 1nUEST~En1.
-YOU!

\
.)

Hattt,icappct, Awarettess
Da\-js· at the Vttivetsit\-j
of New Hampshire .
April 4 & 5, 1984 .
April 5
UNH ·wildcats vs. Granite State Stainless
Steelers . in wheelchair
basketball action . .
.
University of New Hampshire Fieldhouse at
7~30 p. m. 2$ donation.
April 4 & 5
Wheelchair . tours_ of th~ University of New
Hampshire 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. Leaving on the
hour from the · Strafford Room of the
·M emorial Union_ Building (University of New
Hampshire, Durham). Free of charge.
Ex4ibits. of modified equipment and vehicles
in the Strafford Room of the Memorial Union
Building -(UNI:I} Free
of chafge. __
..
,

:,·

Aprii"'f
Films will be'pres.e:nted·in the·MemoriaJ'Union
Building at 't he University of New Hampshire
f rorp~- 7 _p. m. ~o--:~:"'P·~Jll~:~f"ree: ·of~c~_a rge. ~:-

MAJ.OR EVENT IN.T tRN
(a: paid position)
.

'rir ~ . . . .

The Student Activities Programming Office is
looking for an intern to aid in the planning,
promoting, and implementation of major
UNH events . .
- · full-time undergraduate student
- -detnonstrated academic success
- ~presently a sophomore or junior
- -- familiarity with or participation in
student organizations, campus
events, or similar activity .
. . - -experience in planning or coordinating
major events desirable

•. Job descriptions, appfications,
and more information
, ··are available in Rm.126
-of the Memorial Union :Building.
Application deadline is ·
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( continued from page 3)
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m0del for . other schools,"
Andcew said.
·
The school and U niyersity
Education Council, a group of
state educators and UNH
representatives; has pledged.
$2,000 toward the first
scholarship and UN H - has
earmarked $18.500 of its .own
endowment for-the fund.
.. We've sent direct mail to a
number of select UN H alumni,
corporations, and foundations,
seeking contributions," Birrell
saici. ••we 're trying to develop a
scholarship that will run
forever."
Recipients of the scholarship
are recommended bv their
principals, and must meet three
criteria:
•an

academic

record

The five-year teaching
Andrew said UNH's
program at UN H allows _the education students score higher
student to complete a in Scholastic· Aptitude Tests
bachelor's degree at the end of and ., Graduate Rec o r-d
four years with a major in the · Examinations than prospective _
subject they intend to teach. _teachers in national _sumThe fifth year provides a full- - maries.
year teaching internship in a
.. We!ve developed a national
cooperating school, as well as reputation · and we;re being
graduate level coursework in used as a model for other
education and; or another institutions to follow," Birrell
subject field.
added.
·

ALES~
TREK-NISHIKI-CANNONDALE·
; Racing and Touring Supplies

ournam Billa

\.vhich

places them in the upper
quarter of students admitted to
UNH;
•evidence of strong social
committments and an interest
in teaching:·
·'
•demonstration of the ability
t o d e a l p o·s i t i v e I y a n d
communicate effectivelv with
others. ,. . . .,. ~,
· ·

19 Jenkins Court, Durham

RESUfflFS The resume is a misunderstood part of the job-hunting
proc~ss.
Understanding vyhat a resume can an<j muiit do fbr you .
is as jmpo_
r tant .as tf:.e resu~e _itself : We write resume',; th~t build on your_!j-trengths and
accomplishments. We tailor your re.~ume to meet your _
specific situation:

the

We have fifteen years experience in,
job -getting ·
proc~-ss .. Our resume will help you as you begin the
most important marketing effort of your life.
Cal/ us_for an appointment! -

RETAIL CONSULTANT SERVICES
7 7 Madbury Road. Swte 3

868-5634
FIT KIT

Hours·:· Mon.-Fri. 12-5
Sat. 9-12

-TRIVIA-<cont_inued from page 2)
·-v /

;4;._

brothers brought it ·back from
Canada .
Everyone intervi'e wed noted
that the questions vary in
degree of difficulty.
'"Some are just gift questions
or general knowledge,"Gallant
said.
People generally select
questions from _an area they
_.know ab9ut. . W.h~A playing. for ·the first time, Marie Seekell, an
English major said she selected
qu estions frequently from the
literature art category. __ - _ __ ·-·
Pete Spiegal, a sophom ore
who liws ii:i Randall Hall,
explained £hat hi~ floor has
been passing ,the game around.
However, not all people enjoy
the game.
"l felt wicked stupid!" said
junior sociology major Gail
Mercier.
Jon Cohen, a · senior
communications major, said
that the game was "'expensive."
However, according to
Duart, Kay-Bee gets a
shipment in every two weeks
and they sell out right away.
"'We got a shipment of 18 in
last Thursday at 4 o'clock.
Thcv were all gone bv 5 o'clock ·
whe~ the mall clos:d," Duart
said. Not many students have
adopted Trivial Pursuit as a
drinking game yet although
most say they drink while they
play. The game instructions
recommend that players keep
the plastic · trees which the
tokens _ and scoring wedges
come on bL'Cause "they make
excellent swinlc sticks."

***

It is late Friday afternoon.
Classes arc over for the week
and everybody wants to relax.
A group of friends gather
together and sit cross-legged
around a game board. Glasses
of white wine and beer are
- scattered around the crowded
room.
Carol picks up a card.
. grinning at the girl across the

floor.
··th-is is for the pie. Sue.
Where is the Soapbox Dcrhy
hdd'? ..

TRI-STAR PICTURES PISOOS flOM IT( PRODUCTIONS a.t1Al.LAN CARR PRODUCTION awHERE THE BOYS ••
s1816.USA HARTMAN• RUSSELL TODD• LORNA LUFT• WENDY SCHAAL• HOWARD McGIWN ~ LYNN-HOLLY JOHNSON~ simiALANA STEWART
s~CHRISTOPHER McDONALD fflTIIOJONG DANIEL McDONALD ~:LOUISE SOREL~ JAMES l. CONTNER ffl SYLVESTER LEVAY
,ml DENIS PREGNOLATO 5(1ff~STlJ KRIEGER AND JEFF BURkHART~Al.lAN CARR ~HY AVERBACK
-~~~-~
AlRI-STARIIHWiE C[llDCUVSIBIIDf-lt. ©1984111-STAliPKTUIS-AllllD!ISllfSIMD
_
.
PAIEIT&,...... ®
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c

R

•
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PAGE TWELVE ~

Edftorial
Follow the leader
Tension has been building over the past
weeks with the approach of the student body
presidential elections. Many have joined the .
race and some -have dropped · out. Tfie
candidates have been introduced in depth to
the students in UN H's publications and at last
week's debate.
All of the posters, meetings, newspaper
articles and even the debate are of little use to
the students, unless the students exercise their
.fight to vote. Last year, according to J. Craig
Dickens, chainnan of this year's genera I
election committee, only about 1500 students
took the time to vote. What happened to the
othe·r_nearly 8,000 students on campus?

Hopefully, this year, more interest has been··
drawn to the elections. Student Body
President, J~mie Rock said, ••1 imagine the
figure will dou~le or triple in this election. "She
, said that students are more apt to vote this year
than last because· the field of candidates is so
wide. Students are supporting the candidate
they want to be elected, she said.
Toda); is the first day for students to vote for
their new student bodv president. Elections
will be held tod<!)'. ai:id tomorrow. April 4
from IO a.m. until 4 p.m. There will be polls set
up in five ~laces on campus_,_the MU B. the
Dimond Library, WSBE or McConnell Hall,

Kingsbury Hall and Stoke Hall. Students can
also vote in the dining halls between the hours
of 11 a.m. and l p.m. and 4 p.m. and 6 p.m.
The only voting requirements'· are that a
person be a UN H undergraduate and have a
valid UNH student ,i dentificafron card.
The position of student body president is
one of the most important _positions on
campus. This is the students' representative to
the Student Senate, the faculty and trustees,
the .University community and the legislators ·
of the state of New Hampshire. ·
Students have two days to grab their chance
to vote. D_on 't miss it. ·

Letters

.

are qualified to do the job best.
Don't vote for a pair because you
know them: they - are residents,
greeks, or commuters like yourself,
if you partied with them, etc. Your
To the Editor: 1 .,
vote should be an .educated, and
This vear, for the first time in the
responsible decision based on all
h•i story· of student government,_ -· the facts arid answers above.
UN H students have the choice
Voting for some other reason
between four sets of candidates for
would defeat the purpose · of the
the positions of Studenl Body democratic process, your civil
President and Vice President.
rights, and the quality of education
UNH students,administrationand - and representation you will receive ·
faculty should be proud of -this at the University in the future:
·
Vote on Tuesday · April 3 and ,
response. Our democratic systems,
jt'~ opportunities, and effective- Wednesday April 4.
·
ness are demonstrated by the. .
Stephen R. Parker
attention to these most important ·
positions. UNH students, faculty,
and administration must be
congratulated for their promotion
UUS
as well as participation in
democracy, our most central
theme in the United States.
The freedom . to choose and TotheEditor:
benefit from that choice is a right
This year the Student Body
we all have as United States President and Vice President race
citizens. Voting in the Student has for once been -a race, and I for
Body President elections is an
one am; gla·d to see it.· However,
extremely important process on there is one thing that bothers me .
campus, and every effort should be that occurred in the Friday edition
made to insure · that a sound
of The New Hampshire; This is the
decision is made both responsibly · fact that even though there was .
and intelligently.
three letters of support written for
I am not writing to endorse any the Carr/ Guiinorit campaign, only
of the four pairs ·of candidates. It is one mentioned the fact that they
' riot fair for me'· to endorse a
were friends of the candidates.
particular team, because I would
where as another campaign had
only be supporting a team w~ich / their . letter of support acknowfeel advocates those issues most ledged as being from a friend. As a
important to you and I. It's up to result of this, one gets the
)'OU to decide thal.
impression that Carr and Guimont
Each pair has strong ·as well as hav€ the support of the people and
weak · points and you have to that of the Greek system. Whether
this 1·s true · or not is
d·ecide who will do the most. for
you, the ·university, and the irrelevant. What is relevant is the
collective interest the two share. fact that they're ' giviµg an
You h?'ve · been provided with
impression of something to be true
1 without lettiµg the voters know all
debate, ·1enghthy med.ia coverage
by The New Hampshire; visits, the facts and this is not something I.
advertisements, .and campaigning would like to see in the candidates
· "
from all the candidates. you that are trying to be our leaders. I
·1 should decide on:
mean, is their whole campaign
•What issues are most
based on false impressions such
important to you,
that if we e-!ect them, we'll get
•which team can represent you something other then what we
the best on these issues.
voted for?
,ewhich team has reasonable and
In concluding, I would also like
to make note of the following fact.
.s incere expectations, pm mises,
and platforms,
Dan Carr came to our House
•which team will benefit the Council, Englehardt, on
students · and the U ni'versity · Wednesday, and had a one on one
(because we are striving for a dealing with the cou·ncil. Even
complimentative existance on
though he was slightly impressive,
campm), .
·
the majority of our members were
•and which team you would feel
m.ore impressed with the
· most proud to have represent you
FAUSKE/ LANDRIGAN camamong UN H students, faculty,
paign. Therefore we're encouragadm'inistration, and the state irig you to vote Fauske/ Landrilegislature.
·
.
gan.
. · So vote for the pair because they
Charles Thurston
Secretary, Englehardt H~ll

SBP elections

F

ke

•,,;

exception, according to the political iss,lllies,.1Si nate and· 6reek'
editorial, is Chris Fauske and Dan candidates are loo\'ed,,.down upon
Landrigan. It sa)'S they will because of probable favoritism
approach student government in a these cndidates will have to their
new way. What it fails to sas· is respective · organizations. Fauske
what this "new" way is.
and Landrigan are said to be void
One point of the editoriar of these · interest.s. The final
stresses that Fauske and paragraph of the . editorial sa, s
To the Editor:
Landrigan are true UN H students, they will bring new ides and a n:w
· This letter is to clarify some of
for they didn't wear jackets and ties approach to UNH . What are these
the stories surrounding the DSO's
at the debate. Is there a dress code new ideas and approach'? 1 am not
endorsement of the Fauske/ Lanat UN H? In my opinion, dressing against Fauske and Landrigan, I
drigan ticket. Throughout the
in jackets and ties at the debate is am against th,e way this editorial
article in the March 30 Nev.·
not a "farce 1': it shows that these was written. , Whv · should the,,
Hampshire, other candidates were
candidates
approached an , students . vote : ro/ them? This
reported as saying that they had
important event in a serious, information' ·i'J l nd( 'gi ve'n, and it
wished tnat t,he DSO had
· should be if the endorsement is to
business-like manner.
contacted them a'bout their issues
AH the candidates say they have have anv value.
and platforms. I'm sorry if these
petrr Meyers
experience in one way or another.
candidates feel that no thought
The . editori~l states that F<:1:us~~1 f;-,~
~,•: •, • .-, ------;;;.,;,,..____....,.
went into the endorsement, but
and Landngan have expenence.;
i~h''
they couldn't be further from the
beyond the others, ·for they are
truth. A lot of thinking and· even
writers for student newspapers and
heated discussion. went into the
have watched the political system .
decision to endorse Fauske and
in action. Working for a paper '
Landrigan,andonlyafterover3/4
does not necessarily allow you to
agreed t.o the endorsement was the
watch the political process. What
announcement made.
The main reason that DSO did · . have they written for these papers.,
not talk to .the other candidates . and in· what way can this be·called
;,experience ·bevond the others?"
was that we wanted a nonbiased
I OU must be more specific. The
view of each candidate. We didn't
information in the endorsement
want each candidate to tell us what
says little be;;ond, "Fauske and
he' thought we wanted to hear. By
Landrigan are better than the
reading their own literature and
0th:.:rs, so vote for them.,;
watching the debates we came to
· Most importantly, says the
the conclusion that the ticket of
Fauske and Landrigan looked like
editoriaI: is the approach to • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
the best choice to be made. This is
our choice, and people don't have
to agree with us.
Lastly, I would like to correct
th~ concluding sentence ..in the
MAGGIE McKOWEN. Editor-in-Chief
endorsement article of March 30,
JANE HOOVER. Managing Editor
.su E ·MOU 1.TOl\. Managing Edito1:
on page 9. It reports me as saying •
JOH1' GOLD. News Editor
LISA PREVOST. 1'ews Editor
that" ... some of the committees in ,
RAE ANl\ HOYT. Features Editor
STEVE l.Al\CiEVll\. Sports Edi.tor
the Senate need restructuring."
SCOTT YOliNCi. Photo Editor
Whether it was my mistake or the
JED EV ANS. Business Manager
reporter's, what should be said is
PAUi. MORRIS. Ad\ertising Manager
that some of the ways that student
Pa~cal Molineaux
Chris lkisci1herg
Katie Currier
Adwrtising Associates
organizations are -paid for should
.1.- Burn MotlH.:~
(., nn Johnson
t\.-1ark lk·:-.(irt):-.:,.cillkr:-,
Dan Landrigan
.lean Moorhead
K-c,·in Morse
I li1ahc 1h Murph,
be looked into. A specific example .
Reporters
.Katll\ O'Connell
Stl·phanic J>cna~ack
Asst. )lusiness Manager
Kate Adams
l.iam· J. O'Mallc,
would be to better define what can
l.aun:n Pollaro Bill Pilchc1
.knnih:r Adkin'.'\
Maureen 0'1\eil ·
Elisa
Russell
Circuh1tion
Manag•·
f\.·1arccl
Boulanger
be funded through PFO. Thank
John
Ouellette
Sue Slater
Bill l>,l\\!le\
Heck'. Calder
'
Anti rea Pa rkcr
Man Smith
you for reading. Vote in the
Circulation· Assistant
Michelle Champagne
Sand~ Peguri
Mar~·tta ·1 a, lor
lluug Ridge
Margaret
Consc.d\
i
elections, for whichever candidate
Wi lliam Pitt,
Assistant Circulation Assist. Ji ll• Vranica·r
Leslie Daiei
.Kim Platt
i',ews B'riefs Editor
(ire!! Fkmminc
Jaine lkati
you choose.
Cindi Po,t
Stc-,cn Ciaramctaro
Cop~
Readers·
D,-u1g.
Di:cki.:r
David A. White
Ellen· Praught
Karla. Hnpplcr
Andrea De, Jardin,
Photographers
Linda Quain
Kalil\ .lohn:-.n n
Co-Chairman, DSO
Pam DO\k
();i,e Arhcttct
Darlene Que.liter~

•

The New Hampshire

Kin,t~·n Konlmc,c1
l>onna l .a Ruc ·

l .auri Main,:lla

•

M·aric Seel-ell

,

.la '- llL' ~nrrl'II

•

Editorial Assistant
Ci rn.l~. /\dan,:.,
lfrian ( ·oulllri1..·1

Assistant Features .Editor
lohn Ou,·lktt,·

Features Production'
KaliL· Bo\\\..'I

To the Editor:
This is a response to' the editorial
endorsing Fauske / Landrigan in
the March 30th New Hampshire. It
stated that all the candidates are
"saying the same old things .in
_Qr_d_~r to get elected." The

Forum Editor
Brian CouturiL'J

k11 \\ "l'~L'()ll
(;raphk Mana~er
·\1m R uh:11

Graphic Assistants
t\1.irJ.. Bcnatt
Ka1ic Bo\\ L'l
(ii111l'. Bn1.idhur~1
I i11d;·1 Cl \.\

Hill burling
Michck Fnm~

Angcli4uc Atkin,
Sara .lkl\l.:a
Ben .Bni;,.n

Aaron FL'IT<.tri'.'\

t--rank Con~cnti-110
Rohnt Fi'.'\hL'T
Lori (ialkrani

(ircg 1-"kmming
(i\\rn<lol\ n (iar<lnl.'.1

John l.i'.'\tL'I

Roh,n l .on.kn ·-

.Jo~t.·ph Cienai~
Karen Harri,

1.llfll-a~L·n MatldL·n

Pl.'.nll\ Ha~lam

Wai ne Makcd,ni,·
'.\a,ic\ Mnrill
Jin, Mi!l.trd
Peter Rohcrt ·
I.cc Ann Scull\
Dorian Stoni/
H,·idi Witt,, ·

Da,,nL' HookL't

Susan Ho\\cn

Kath-.
!\anc-~
Sand~.
Karen

Julie l'.lca;h .
Lori Ellis .

Productiori Associates
f'l..· 1111\ Ha ~lam

Ken Fi,h ·

Frie M. lkath
Patti lkaru
Roh Hinll

.loh1i,on
Kaplan
l.aCouturt.'
l.e\· a~~t.'lll

C.iroi \ "i'.'\ich

Linda l.ora rH!.t..' I
Su~an Lund ...

Staff l{eporters
('ll lhllL'lo Congrc\L·

Lurnund Manuer
Sue Ml·Clung

Karin Rc, nokh
Mike Rile:.
Ra1. RouthiL·r
Kairina Schuh
Bill Smith
Kri'.'\ Sno\\

Anp C. Sulli, an
BL·\·crl\ \\\:lt.-h
· Becki ·wheelc,
Han)ld Young

Technical Supenisors ,
Carol f\'aL"i'i.l~
Typists
Brl.'.nd"a, H\ rne
Maric' Goulct

Karla Horple,
Lauri Mainella
Ellen 1\ca1·i11
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treat sex offenders.) Conversely.
the responsibility on each other. as·
when women are given tcsterone.
they fuel a world-wide arms race
they tend to become more
consuming $1 million a minute, it
aggressive and promiscuous (and
is high time the PEOPLE of this
hence it is used to treat women who
earth stand up and yell
complain they lack a sex drive).
"ENOUGH!" What have YOU
I am not arguing that men
done lately for peace and
shouldn't control their natural T~ the Editor:
To the Editor:
understanding? _Have YOU even
On April 15, taxpayers must file
t.e ndencies towards aggressive or
given it a thought? Life is but short,
The Student Body President and
promiscuous behavior.you would returns wit.h .the Internal Revenue
. very short, why should we suffer
Student Body Vice-President
To the Editor:
probably agree, Jillouisc . , (and Service, · stating their own
the anxieties of life and death at
Elections are once again in the very
We. the members of the UNH
large-scale samplings by Kinsey assessments of what they owe from
every instant? As governments run
near future and we as students
Men's Varsity Swim Team. greatly
and other researchers would theirincomestothegovernmentof
apace wasting more and more
must look closely at our
appreciate the professionalism and
money and energy to achieve less . confirm the belief). that men are the United States. If vou are a
candidates. We must ask ourselves
patience of Sports Editor - Ray
generally more prone to seek taxpayer, we ask you to· pause· and
and less. we must unite. WHY
what is important to us as students.
Routhier, Assistant Sports Editor,
quick, noncommital · sex than ·consider wha,t you are paying for,
should "subsidized dining by top
Who do we want to represent our
and Photo Editor-Jim Milliard in
women are. (The predoniinant and whether it fits with your beliefs
military and civilian officials in the
Student Body? There is one team
the ·publishing of our meet results
number of female prostitutes as and values.
· pentagon cost the US taxpayer$14
· running for the position of SBP
.
throughout the season.
Do you, like 80 percent of the
opposed to male prostitutes arc a
per meal, whereas the school lunch
. and SBVP who truly represent
You acknowledged that the
US public, support a mutual USresult or this male propensity.) But
program for poor children get,s by
most all of us here at UN H: Dan
UN H Swim Team is an integral
to deny a man's mora l ob ligation USSR freeze on the testing and
on $1.20 per meal?"(R.L. Sivard,
Carr and Chris Guin:iont,
part of sports at UNH . Our ninth
to control his impulses is no more deployment of nuclear weapons? If
respectively . Not only are both the
Social
and
Militar'
World
pla1.:c: finish in a field of thirty
Expenditures, 19'82). And some ludicrous than to claim it 's a s o , yoush5 nildl:nowth::it::ibout 2 !/2
men and the women of this
collegiate teams at the New
percent of your tax dollars fund
completely social phenomenon .
have the guts to say the social
U niversit)' represented but out-of· England Intercollegiate Swim- budget should be cut! Let's be
The point is differences in expansion of the very weapons
state students (Carr) as well as inming Championships. and our
_b ehavior between men and women · systems that a freeze would put on
reasonable! Fasting, which
. state students (Guimont) will both
second consecutive winning record
ice: the MX missile, the Trident
are a cumbinatiun of biological
Mahatma Gandhi called 'the
have someone to represent them.
shows that the swim program is highest form of non-violence', is a
and sociological forces. They have submarine, the Bl bomber.and the
Carr and Guimont also differ in
successful. Your coverage is an powerful way to show how much • evuh•ed over thousands. indeed
Pershing II and cruise missiles that
two other areas; one, Carr is not a
extra encouragement to help it
have s9 disturbed our European
one cherishes· life. how much one · millions. or .years.
member of the Greek System while
along. and we Thank-You!
The concepts (and the example) allies and djsrupted arms
cares to live a decent and ·
. Guimont is part of the Greek
The swim team is a non- worthwhile life: it is a bond with
negotiations with the USSR (see
espoused here arc generally and
System and ·two, Carr , next .
scholarship team and must raise . the poor of this world who aren't
US budget proposal, FY 1985).
loosely taken from an informative.
semester, will be a ·commuter arid
funds to support the program . This
Do you, with Carl Sagan and
interesting
vastly
and
insightful.
thev
what
sav
to
chance
a
given
Guimont will remain as a resident
extra effort on our part has made think of all this. Co~e on folk;,
many other dist j nguished
hookbyGlennWilsonentitled The
of Devine Hall.
us work harder to survive
scie!1tists, believe th~t any
let's all pitch in! Time is running ' Caulidge i.J.fec1. It's a book both
As a team they are looking to .
financially and competitively.
sur~1v?rs of the bl~st, fire, and
male and female friends ·0 r mine
ou~ very quickly ...
help out all students in very crucial Most importantly. we feel that
from a nu~lear exchange
-~a~1at1on
is
and
-sexist"
"Nori
termed
'have
you:
of
all
to
PEACE
supporting
are
they
Firstly,
. areas.
we have earned the respect of the - available in the browse section o'r , ·W6)1flld '· f~ce mo ntWs · qf "nudear
the renovation of the Memorial
schools with whom we compete.
winter" during which the skies
D imond Library . I strongly urge
M . Hass
P. M-olineaux ·
Union Building, a facility .used b); a
With your continued support it is
would be dark, temperatures
J. Nevin
you. Jilloui•sc Breslauer. and
· C. Cole
large portiori of not only our
hoped that we will gain the same
would fall well b_elow freezing, ~nd
anyone c I sc •i 11 te rested in
J.. Kuhn
B. Sadrian
Student Body, but also our faculty,
respect within the . -uNH
crops wou_ld fail - endan~enng
C. Prunier
male / female d ifferences to read it.
L. Nicholas
and Durham town residents.
· _community. WeareproudofUNH
the very existence of our species? If
Chet Patterson
J. Busserir
P. Spiegel
Another point that Carr and
so, you should know that about 20an·d want UN H to be proud of us .
·B. Heyer .N . Kyporiissos
Guimont feel st_rongly about is the
With that though1 in mind, and
23 percent of your tax dollars are
· C. Robinson
B. McCay
iack of advisors in the Liberai
· being spentfor the overall support
the appreciation and applause of D . Hondrogen
Goober
.
J
Arts Advising Center, where the
each member of the Men's Swim
. of the very US nuclear forces that
C. Cannarella
Z. Russel
ratio is 900 students to one advisor.
Team for a job well done, I close.
threaten extinction for all of us
· S . Hapgood
J. Alli
Carr's and Guimont's plans are to
(estimates from SANE and
Thanks for your support!
S. Nour
A. Smidopl
get more peer advisors into the
Stephen Fernandes
Friends Committee on National
R. Kichlu
C. Pollorf
department. something_ that _is
and the UNH Men's- Swim Team
·
°Legislation).
Editor:
the
To
Cole
M.
Cohen
D.
qbviouslv very .much needed.
q ..,· --~..,, ·-L . ~
Do you, with Georg'e Kennan
A: ·Stanci·off
This letter is ·to thank everyone
· · M. Brouill'ette
t _hese ai·c o_hlf two ofthe team's six
· ·, T Lacev
for responding to the M USO Film and many other experienced
R. "Haggan
· p•oints that they base their election
trivia quiz. The first place winner is statesmen, · believe . that nuclear
.S . Schult~
C. Murphy
on, but they are ones that are
W. Tothill
· Nina Coppens, second place goes weap~.rns have mad_e ~arfare
H. Ejengue
· relevant to a large maj'ority of
B. Hood
to Jon Economos, th.ird._P. lt1;ce goes . ~ mea nm~less, because .1t _will lead
L. Madde
UN H students.
to Rose GaI-lo . . Du'e lti 'to. s~a '-' tlO'l' 't-0 victory by forceof turns but ~
L. Reeves
B. Debarge
The point is: If we as students
descrepency on the first qu~~t'ion it · mutual . annihil~tion? If so, you
M. Lifrieri
are aiming to elect two candidates
was disqualified . All three of the should know that about 35 percent
to fill the positions of SBP and To the Editor and all concerned
winner~ answered the remaining 19 of yo~r tax d<?l~ars go ~~ s_upport
SBVP for the academic year 1984- about the future of this world:
q _u est1ons correctly. The the diverse m1hta~y ac1trv1t1es_of
In a · few days. Hiroshima's 38
85, Dan Carr and Chris Guimont
discrepancy involved exactly what th_e Defense_ £:?epartment. _which
a:re the best qualified of those years and 10 months anniversary
the final scene in Casablanca could s~1ll acts as :if 1t were possible to
looking to be elected on April 3rd will be upon us . On that day, not so
be defined as . Arguments could be fight and wm a n~clear war (US
and 4th . We must again look at far away, the people of Hiroshirila
made for 2 characters, 4,5, and 6 budget prop0sal, ~y 19~~).
their _q ualifications; between the were-going to th'eir daily tasks, and
D~ you, as a pnvate c1t1zen, feel
characters being involved in that
To the Editor:
apart from a few barricades and
two they hold eight different views
This is to Jillouisc Breslauer and
famous final scene .. Therefore the C?!1fhct bet~een your _h opes and
- male vs. female, non-Greek vs. anti -aircraft inst.,ruments_, war
all the people who read her essay first question was dis-al'lowed . The etf orts foi: disarmament and peace,
Greek, out-of-state vs. in-state; seemed far enough. The streets
o( answers are as follows:
and your tax payments for
and commuter vs . non-commuter. were crowded, the people of entitled; "The Social Concepts
1
weapons and preparations. for
I. 5
Sexual Oppression ' in last
Let us be realistic - vote for the ,Hiroshima were oblivious to what
Tuesday's Forum section.
2. A Conev· Island Roller Coaster · war? If so, you are not alone . Two
candidates who qualify for the was going to be a very special day
Senators and 47 Representatives
3. Help m~
It would be very easy for me to
in their life. Someone thought
positions .
have cosponsored a World Peace
4. Oliver!
argue convincingly that women are
Suzanne M. Roan tree peace was worth Hiroshima and
Tax Fund bill that ~ould permit •
nor "struggling against the emire 5. Harold and Maude
decided to erase it from the map. In
conscientious objectors to warfare
6. Alfred Hitchcock
system which oppresses them"(my
a whi.rlwind of destruction never
_ to redirect the military portion of
7. The Wizard of Oz
emphasis)_. or that there is nut
encountered before in mankind's
their taxes to the cause of world
·
8. Rosebud
"rampant _domination and
short history~ a town of 150,000
peace. You should als.o know that
9. East of Eden
subordination" ·or men over
was flattened. The children playing
thousands of citizens, including
women as Jillouise claims. but JO. To Have or Have Not
football in the streets were
ourselves, are not waiting for the
perceptive and acute i·caders have 11 . In the back of a Ford
vaporised. The buildings, schools,
passage of that bill. They are
"'
already dismissed your statements 12. Errol Flynn
hospitals were a pile of stones.
To the Editor:
as the gross and . unfounded 13 . Charles Chaplin, Buster finding their own ways_ to resist
History was brought. to an end.
Todav and tomorrow students
. payment of war taxes nght now,
falacies or a misguided and Keaton and Harold Lloyd
Life was no more . WHY?
and are placing the resisted tax
will be·asked to select a student
14 . Earth
.
unrealistic mud -sling~r. ·
So tha:t mankind NEVER
body president and vice-president
money into alternative funds that
The belief you purport that most 15. The Seven Year Itch
forgets this, so- that PEACE is
from the largest field ofcandidates .given a chance, to show we learn
support peace and sqcial justice.
concerns and disturbs me is your · 16. A Clockwise Orange
in recent ye~rs. Although each of
position on soc ial verses biological 17. Who's Afraid of Virginia
our lessons from history, some
Before you sign off on your
·Form 1040, we urge you to stop
the candidates presented the
factors in determining male / Woolf?
people are saying: "ENOUGH".
students with important issues and
and think about how your tax·
female behavior differcnc;es. When 18. Mr. Moto
To . show our deep concern and to
,concerns, only one team can express it in a non-violent way. a ) Olt hold that differences between 1-9. Gloria Swanson
dollars .are being used, and if'you
. represent the student body
cannot in conscience suppo_r~- the
group of students and faculty have . sexes in our( or anv) societ ,. arc 100 20. _Dr. Strangelove
effectively. Dan Carr and
launched a wide variety of percent socially detcrmi1~ed . and
Again, thanks to everyone who _ nuclear arms _race ai:id the m1htary
Christine Guimont. Their wide
that biological or c, olutionar) responded to the film quiz and
programs and among them a
bu~get, consider with us ~ow to
range of campus involvement and . monthly fast, on the 6th . We will
accounts or human beha,ior arc thanks also for the continued
resist the process of taxat10n for
diverse interests far outweigh their
hold a vigil in front of T - Hall at "pi·opaganda", you dismiss support of the M USO Film series.
weapons and_ warfare.
millions or years of' extreme!)
opponents. Dan . Carr. a junior
12 :00 on the 6th .
John A Nevin, _Psychology De~t.
Chris Nelson
politica l science major from New
WHY must we continue the successful evolution. A s·implc
Nora M. Nevin
MUSO Film Director
York. has been -an active member
example will illustrate my point:
vicious spiral of the arms race: DO
in Randall as president. a former
Testosterone is a hormone
yqu really feel a lot better with
member of the crew team a·nd an
IO. OOO nu c I ear warheads found in relatively large quantities
orientation counselor. Christine
in . males:_· estrogen in females.
protecting you? DO you think the
Guimont, a sophomore in
Numerous tests have ·shown that
Russians feel better? TODAY. as
engineering from Manchester. has
the two superpowers have more . when men arc g iven estrogen
served as chairperson of the
injections. their--normally high sex
than I ton of T.N.T. for every
Residential life council, a member child, woman. and man on this
drive and aggressiveness (two .
of the current Presidential search
earth: today, as · these _sa~e tr?d_iti_onall> male ~haracteristics)
committee, and a pledge at Alpha
s-uperpowers continue on their d1mt'nish su_b~tan_t1ally. ( Hense.
Chi Omega. This team will provide one-way-no-return street. rejecting ~ testosterone m.1cct1ons arc used to _ _ _

Carr

all students with representation
working with and for the students .
Roy Lenardson
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ARLO GUTHRIE
Tickets for reserved seating available
in advance at the MUB ticket office or
at the door the night of the show.
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Arts & Features
·Well orchestrated Max Creek
· By Brian Couturier
his rather average-sounding Gr~teful ·Dea·d tune.
, . · Max Creek performed an . vocals. ·
_
Even though they play many
, exceptior.1ally- well-orchestra"The Wefaht", -was the best Grateful Dead covers, Max
t e d show, despite it,s effort' of the first set. The song, Cr~ek plays approximate,y 40
overreliance on Grateful Dead a ·. classic from The Band, percent original songs. -They
· ~ongs, for a sell-out crowd at featured ripping riffs from look forward to playing for
'the M_ U B _-Pub Friday night.
Murawski against a backdrop various · audiences, at places
The band.,_ which has been in of solid drums, percussion and where any age group can go.
· existence for 13 years, consists - keyboards. Max Creek; after
In accordance with its 1960s
of John . Ridei· (bass), Mark · getting the crowd keyed, played San - Francisco sound, bass
Mercier (keyboards), Scott "LFS·", another original. player John Rider made an
Murawski (lead guitar), Rob • Clearly the band, on the basis · announcement of an upcoming
. Fried (percussions) and Bob of the original songs ,played, •_p eace vigil at Pease Air Force
Gosslin (drums) . .'
has the potential ti) make it out Base at the beginning of th~ :
, They corpe from Har!fo~d, of the night club circuit.
second- set. With a roaring
. CT, and have spent a maJonty
The band ended the first set "Readv!'·', Rider and the rest of
majority . ·'o f their existence with "China Cat", another the ba'nd leaped into a harcf
playing the East Coast club Grateful Dead number. The rock version of "Suga;-r
circ·uit. They are now 'in the avid fans, or Creek freaks as Magnolia ".
j
process: of.a second pressing of they are called, didn't _seem to
their . new album ··Drink the p-iind the inclusion of another .
Star".
Max CreeJ< opened the fir~t
set with "Franklin's Tower'\ a
Drummer Bob Gosselin o(Max Creek. (Dorian'Stonie photo) · · surprisingly upbeat Grateful
Dead tune. Immediately, 100
fans moved up front and began
dancing. The song, which
requires a long instrumental
jam was handled masterfully by
lead guitar player Scott
By Conseulo Congreve
the half d oz en or · so Murawski and the rest of the
St Elsewhere is a show that fragmentary story lines tl}at band. "Franklin's Tower"·is a
laughs at death, talks about sex weave th rough a typica I s~rng in which a band has;to be
I
in the pathology room, and segment to three -or four ; to cohesive and compatible
,~ understands the high cost · of improve ratings.
enough to ·play a long', wellmedical bills.
"If the audience falls in love rounded instrument~! _ perSt Elsewhere is an hour long with the characters, the setting formance. It was ob:vi'ous that .
comedv-drama that runs doesn't matter,'~he said.
the band ·had what tt took for 1
Wednes.day nights at 10:00 on
"I watch the show because of this song.
NBC. Its format is similar to the variety of characters, they
The second so'ng, "Win-·
Hill S1 Blues, in that is follows a seem · very real,"'' said Lisa dows'°', was a ' Max Creek.
large cast through their work Stanl.ey, a senior· Civil original." A funky, o_n-beat
da~1. A,. d:tgi-tal readout flashes Ehgineering- ,maj0r.~-'.'
.., song, if "featured an effective
the time on the screen.
One of the outstanding blend of percussion and
In St Elsei-\'here, which is characters is Howie Mandel as keyboards. "I Know You
produced b~1 Joshua Brand and emergency room doctor Wayne Rider" was . a Grateful Dead
John Falsey, the same oeople Fiscus. Mandel is the guy who song that cbntinued to display .
\\!ho did The Whi1e Shadow, puts a rubber -surgeon's glove the band's ability to play long
the action centers around St. on his hea·d and -then inflates it dance tunes. The crowd .loved
Eligius, a Boston hospital that for spoofing the Miller High the opportunity to' continue
Keyboard player Mark Mercier of Max Creek. (Dorian Stonie
is considered a second-rate Life commercials.
dancing as Murawski displayed photo)
.
·
·
·
alternative to Mass General.
Dorien Stonie, a junior
The Washington Post called it · bo~iness major, who has been
"a M*A*S*H for the 80s, only · wa·tching St Elsewhere for a
better".
year or so, says Fiscus is his
St Elsewh_ere opened to. rave favorite character because of
reviews from papers such as his comical approach to
The Washington Pust. They medicine.
.·
By Rae Ann Hoyt
During breaks the band ihe first set was high energy
appraised the series as "a
Actor David Morse, who
The most memorable things members, wea_ring everything ' rock and roll, yet the use of a
frenetic. inspired, revolution- _ plays first-year -resident Dr. about a performance by the from jeans and sneakers to
flute during the chorus added
· ary new medical drama". The Jack Morrison on the program, band Stillwater Run are their satin ties decorated with
quiet intensity to the number.
program dropped in ratings so was ' called "the most inst rumen ta I versa ta Ii ty, musical notes, mingled with the
The second set featured a
much that it was in danger of memorable excellence in this original tunes, and smooth audience. Between songs the
cover version of Crosby, Stills,
being yanked from the NBC program, a spell-binding blend of harmonies. It's too band laughe<;i and joked with
and Nash's "'Southern Cross".
lineup, but it is still on yo11ng actor," by Newsweek.
bad this band doesn't perform the audience, and their There is no flute ·part in the
television.
Plot subjects vary from more in the Durham area personal style paid off in original, but
Stillwater Run's
Brad TartikofL Network acquaintance rape, computer because they are one of the best audience response.
version utilized the flute to give
en te rta i nme nt pres i.den t,
bands in the Seacoast.
A cover of the Eagles' song the song an extra lift. The
ordered the · writers to reduce
Stillwater Run, a six man "Take It Easy" continued the bands version of the Beatles "l
· band featuring several UN H first set, again marked by Saw Her Standing There"
graduates played Friday . original harmony work that .is showed -diversity and utilized
eveningc:!-ttheStoneChurchin one of Stillwater Ruri's drums, several kinds of guitars,
Newmarket. The bands' abilitv : trademarks. T.he r.ock beat on saxaphone and clarinet. The
to play diverse range of musi~ ·' this song was estabiished by the Guess Who's ... No Time Left
from jazz to bluegrass to rock hard work of the drummer and For You" was well adapted byand roll appealed to their the. guitarists. "'On We Go To Stillwater Run for their use.
·audience who responded by T_h e River" , was a complete Husky vocals, a forceful drum
l_oud applause, cheers, . and mood change .. from "Take It beat, and a strong lead guitar;
frenzied dancing.
·
Easy" and showed the group's solo caused the crowd to danc~
The band opened their set diversity. Bluegrass on the . vigorously.
with the number .. M i_d night on verge of country, this song had - The band, playing in front of
the Bay" which featured a wild guitar work.
a painted sunset backdrop, al~o
pleasant mix of harmonies
Stillwater Run performed a performed a number of theit
blending well with the bands'· number of cover versions own songs. These songs col_!I~.
guitar and flute w o r,k., during their concert at the be characterized by the jazi{
._Midnight on the Bay" was Stone Church. Each time they blues· note that ran througfl
follo:wed by a cover of the , pl<!yed a c_o ver they improved them. "Carousel of Love"was.~f ,
-Do.o bie~Brothers "Listen to .the : on the originaLeither by adding showcase for the band;s::
Music";·_ This song was marked new harm_o nies, using flute, clarinetist-saxaphonist. Thtl
by some unique harmonies and dari-net or sax that weren't bitter-sweet blues· note anil · '
fine saxaph.one playing ... _
usually in the song, or merely , strong. beat made the song a"
-· Students watch the televisfon show St Bsewhere. Frank
Stillwater Run's warm style· by their high energy level.
Consentino photo)·
fit !TT well _a t the Stone Chur~h.. "Lov~
. ...
. · ~he.One Y_9 u'r~ With" in

TV .~hou,:

St Elsewhe.r e

Versatile Stillwater R Un
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Mixed performance by Liederkreis Ensemble
•

By

, •
1

Eric l\'L Heath

.,,,

-

.1\'

•

- -- -

•

•

,

The Liederkreis En·s·ern-bLe, .
_ sponsored by ' the Celebrity ...
Series, made music · Sunday
night· quring a - short set' of
slovak "fork '.songs' by Bartok. ·
Musicafit)1"''',' was sporadic i·n
Gypsy Songs , of Jlrahms, ,
Spanisches Lieders-piel . by .. Schumann and .. '':Sele~ted .
American Songs..", .but .the ·
Bartok selections were treated
seriousl:'.,\ emotionally ari-d with
an attention to · content, form
. and enserf1bk. -,,-T hese yualities .
• were often la t ·ki'n g in-the o-ther

._iltlti~l l~~~1!,·:· d'en}g itati,h glj (' :_· ne"r ic !:leading.

~ i~!J( -1~~~i~:

it

I s :,

::>fhe,/A me ~ican s

el 1pii &fs

. h N~y

§C~,·

were m c.;ie ' . . . ··-cr -· Tg t- .·
I de$'s~rf fcrHowiifg rtr-1:iea)V,t-m'eiaik••,r,
I· Baritone James 001vfli'aa~l~'hlr :~_;
j and , m_e zzo saAPfiJP O -I· Herseth, however, must 6e
1, thanked
for a warm and

Fr-s;a~l~~;

I a1ReCb 1.1&Qa t~~tm.r~ 1~rhltt::!!J
·i offering

of "There's A Small
Hotel". ·
The Ensemble should have
pres·ented the program in
. revetse order, with the
·•. forgetable selections of Rossini
-,- . ,, ,,,.
sandwiched in between the -~embers of the Lie~erkreis Ens~-~ ble who performed Sunday night sponsored by the UNH Celebrity~
§!ti!f;-~"Y•:~?.:·t"'f~~,7:-~
" American ·and-Bartok sets:"-This · ·d itinanclimal in den Sinn. .'' '
· ."J-=foffme'ister in Gestandnis·" : cb mm union of music a I certainly is this.
would have presented a quite
'The Schumann set would showed his fluid voice well ; philosophy and approach. The
The Liederkreis Ensembk
, rewarding first half.
have provided a nice finale.
suited forthe le~d. Together in ' Ensemble-·· ifrust · =not :,. make · c·ontains hrie,· ctn'frp.,;6-tie·nts:· y ct
-.>- Following intermission th~c- Herseth's ,. voice ,e.om,bined ",,-.."Es::ist:Verratin", .an_d OwJinql, ~,.ex~usc_s _J9L .~.n:'.,: _n1e,,tei:ial it th.~.i,r__ ) j _q~r. tJ,L_~_iJ.1.,£_,c. Q_CC.,J ls
,_-Ense~ble sh~mld ~itye"5ta!J ed:. b(;a,11tifull_;:, with s9prap,~JS.Lisan "lch bin Q:tltie bq thc erisemble pc rfo rm s, as Li cd erk re is adjustment. And, at least in thi§
/ o·ut,, w1th th~ Braltms'G:;:psy ,.,· U ftson's } n---their ·t t uet't "Erste dernon_,.-s'.t""!'a ( cd r gusty and~ 'Seemed to do with their concert thei-r whole was.n of
,: Songs, coll~cti~l); warming·u p , Begrnnu11i~ and :~L~~b~es-bram" earn.~sf >tnus ~cal chops in lieder -' AmEi:ic~n· songs and certain of equalled by the su·m of the ii~
1
;-,d o~. enjoy their in fonse a_n d ,. fc/r ·a s()ph:lsticat~d ap proach . rh1Jt :_-~1re ~;tylistically _ and _ the Brafaris and Schumann. parts.
,: 1empestuo_us r end~~ti9.n :~hf M·ad ~:Li !e 't_fL ., 5l-c) ,t r ~.: the __ .dyp_tl mica-ll?'~'efchallen_ging.
_ Also tiec 'c·s ? ary is an
\f3 ren:r~~s,~~- · eht
,! ~ [ ~;~ ~"Ff h~ ~:r:itr_o lle~-c~,e a_cy~ D?parned vocal unashamed accompanist, an
~ and ; ', an·
R'b r·~ f .J;~ n1\¥Jcomma n,d m · IU§-ty '"Der , -quarr,et 1s ::_a temperamental artist in his own· right. The
~

_!?~•
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lc'txr:~-~~1~Jod~_, '.'Kj~t,:~Jg&'J t' .~-t .,:0. ' .
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Liederkreis' Craig I;mjt

~
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;{': ~} ·'~P'?~tiil?:fif from page l~J _·:,
.. Though - W€J(>pefforh1e.d / .: instrv'ment:a L'-:bl e~d . _'.}fhe
:;: "Sugar M'.~t noU_a '\ ~ a~-,a~ot ~er -:. -s hin i'ng mi~ture Dfiiistnifu'e nts '
'.:{ D ead song{,1, They were getting ·and tpe· blaring rock jams; a·i1
;: to be an\: ann o_ya~ce. The fami!i __ar of the 60s style, is alive
_- crowd, howe:Ver, d 1dn t seelll to and well in Max Creek .
-? mind and the' non-stop dancing
~-imh)edi'ately began ,a gain . .
? At '· this · point "fhe band
:f appea red: _to : ea se _, ,,i nto the
; second set '"'.ithpoignantguit_ar . : (co~tii:iued froin -p age 15)
:: pla)ling · by Scoft -M ura·ws,ki.
· ··
\ The,-rest of th~ ~~~ :w it h a few
? notable ex ceptions was set t o _ natural (~r , d~ncing'.· •·~.,fy _: ·
,Idriftt Ju-nW, ff,ie~1..:.,-tf.ied: ,i6~'pla~y ,. Lov.e '\ ,piaye~hn_the seconds.et,·_:.
f "Space_:;~ "S,pa,c,-:e':i-s ngt a .song, was similqr . to .· tb~ J94.0's_, -

----RUN-----

:i:~};:r:~:~\:·i~11~~;i:~~:~~· -i:~~~~:;~~~~t~~$~z~~~ti:~~': :'
0

t{ characteristic ot the Grateful de,monstr'ilte_9 their guitar skip s _.
~Dea-d;- :_·\ . . .
-:· ~- .- whil e "-Sixpen<'.£': had 'vocafs "
Th~ug,h the ,playing of the tha.t. dispfayed ja;:ZZ.)~c-~ t,t inK -'-·'
·band was well above average,
"i( "Stiliwater Run continues
'.' one _ got the feeling of lost to write new material equal to
potential as the band closed the the kind they played Friday
•· set with "Saturday,. N ig-ht",_ nighqhey.shn_u ld be around for
The six mi n ba~d Stillwater Run performing the song ':Sixpence'~ at the Stone Church Friday"
: another Grateful Dead song. · some " (ime : . \Yi.th their
night. ( Frank Consentino p-tiot o)
·
:.. As an encore, Max Creek v.ersatality, depth· of musical
pe.rformed Warren Zevon's ta·Jent, and creativity ,
:~ "Werewolf in Londori''::. The StiHwate_r Run.is a _g9dd choice
;· ba:r1.d's rendition · of the song_ : for a n entertaining everning.

l

~

was . -s·up~rb. The :mixture Of ·

, vocals, guitar, -percussions,
. drums a-nd keyboards; plus the
use of their own · PA system
- produced tiobeatable sound: Despite the overreliance on
G-rn:tef_uI -- Dead _ songs, Max
·creek c,-:learly has
top-notch

,r

-

.1 ,
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- - - - - --TV:SHOW.-"- - - - ,.,JconJinu_ed _ fr~m page 15 )· _

·-,'.f

•;,, I

tamp_e ring, _birth contro~l:~ ·:-Stonie said .. I don't . think
·nomeless people, Alzh,e-irner's they should cancel the show, it .
disease, and Al OS'. Stoni-e said . has potential to become a great
he was "'shocked" when a show,· with a different
doctor on .. the show; Peter · approach to medicine, not like .. White · (Te·rence Knox) · was ·_ Trapper John, MD. The
allowed to .· return -to ·t he characters are well-dev~loped.
hospital after raping several
UN H student_. Michelle
female doctors.
..
Evans said she had just seen St
••1t was a-bad situation to put Elsewhere once but was
the hospital into, especially for . impressed by the subject matter
the women on the staff,," Stonie and realism.
said. .
..The hospital rooms looked
Sophomore Psychology_ · like hospital room$, not like
n1ajor Donna LaRue, who says _ hotels," !;vans said.
According to New!,:week, St
she watches the show about ·
once a month, thinks the show · Elsewhere is heroically gqod is .. funny but serious".
televis-ion. Like_ all heroes, it
.. It seemfreal, so thev have to- , should not die or even fade
make a . joke,- out ., of . the away, il should be recognized'!.
, -~ seriousness, they have to to get as ·the 'quality entertainment_it
along," she_said.
is.

•

... SUMMER
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF
·.> VERMON-&
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Watch for

Summer at the University of Vermont! You'll
· benefit from.small cl~sses, student-oriented
faculty, excellent-teaching and~ diversity of
campus activities.
.More than 200 courses, conveniently
,scheduled to let you make the most of the-sea. son. A wide range of course-topics are offered
in:the summer, including:
. -• Performing & Visual Arts ·
·_ 4 Compi,..~crs
.:,
·· •Health & Well-Being ..
, • Historic Preservation
• Business
• Writing,
1--:-l/r~ The~ni~~ityofV~rrnont ~
• Women's Studies
.1 ,r
lil Continuing Education _
t 1~
411 Main Street
_
• and much more.
t
Burlington, VT 05401-3482
· Our historic Burlington campu]fover-:
.
.
II Contrurg
Eckot,on
··
looks-sparkling Lake Champlain in the ·
hea1 t of the Green Mountains. It's the per- ·I D Please ·rusti11i'lifyour SUmtilet Session '84
fect' environment fo'r education: and .
I Catalog!
·
·
recreation. _
·
_.
.1 Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,_ _ __
·Think about it. Then, call 802-65,6- · I Address
-----,------. · 208?·0r mail the coupon b~low f~ryour . I
I - City _ _ _ _ _ _ State-~ - Zip ____·_
free ~atalog:,
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IS BACK ...WITH ·

A VENCEANCE!

Adl)iission: Student5 - - $3.50/ Publ-it
Doors open at 8:00 pm

~

$5.00

UNH ID/PROOF OF ,A.Q-E REQUIRED
These two Boston-based bands are
fantastic to listen to and dance to
so come to thi..,- MUB PUB and go J.,V/LD.1

Sponsored by·~MUSO

·Every Wednesday night from 11-midnight jojn .
WUNH as the IBtllliuill~~V®llli!KAl Strikes. 60 minutes of
headbanging Rock and Roll, featuring the best in
local and independent metal. From such ·groups
~s Ra-t ( Obsession, Takashi, Metallica and more. _
F:>'tus youJ old --favorites. _like Judas Priest, Iron
Maiden,. \/an Halen, · and Motorhead. Tune in
· Wednesdays and ride out the lrAJ~'iJ'il ~~'iJ'®OO!KAl with
your host -Rob~rt Scott on:

\v?lYJ~OO

®1'0~ ··ft~

,.~-■--------~-------A:,WARD -.·. -----------~-.--.-...-.-

.........
...11111111
•...._.-~...........

<continued from page 2)
winning opponent must ans·wer -. aro.uhd .- · tables (.ftii'.p~d ··· Witry ·•·. i.v_oman~with a slight accent and
a question from to win the white Jablecloths. Fqot-squ~Je· bronze:-tinted hair asks the
game. The trick is to pick a _, _p laying surfaces _res'.t o;ff top. team t~
o her left the first
·· category ~he team is weak in. -, The five other tea.ins sit at an .._question. ".
bv. ·
.·, At ·the other table, a p.riin
.-. The action in the ,wood-' identical table
paneled Hampton room of the . The. plastic ' g,{ro; board -· .;tooking young woman with
Ashworth begins-at noon, after design resembles a \j,i~ cut into ·brown _ pulled-back hair and
a· raq90m drawing to determine ,six pieces. -Squa·res in .-. the glasses pulls the first .card from
whiclf . teams ·'\vilf play each . hexagonal spokes "_a;re labeled the small card file in front of
other in the_J1·our-:long single wit~ categories · fo-r" p'l~yers to ·. ·her, arjd asks .her first questi~n ,
elimination.nmnd. . .
_
land on.
. Some of .the teams are
Four of the team·s, c·onsisting
At the f~ur-team table a .:: dressed - formally. Others are
of one to four .players sit smartly dressed -middle-aged . dressed as if they were at a
Sunday afternoqn poker game
.
. · with the guys. ~Be~ide the
middle-aged m·od-erator, a
·bearded man in punk glasses
and a red t-shirt swigs down
some beer. He I o-o ks
· SPRING TRIPS!
comfortable at a playing board,
like he 1-ives and breaths to land
on I3°bard-W:alk and .'P ark Place·
:seg_inner~: Bil~i Tr.ip (Vermont) 6~ 8 -:~ -pi il .

ciote

.

NH ·Outing ·ctUI{

Day Hiking Trip
Canoe Trip
._Bi.ke . Trip (Maine,;C:p~a,st )
;U rban Experiene:~{~~:iJt~~\,: · Canoe Tri.p
· .
'. Bike Trip (Acadi a-,-~ alrPark)
·· , - .. :_·-1,?,; ef\1
\,
~~J~~'\UOOB or-··~ ~~\\iQ~;q

.

;Signup ,tiiN.Jl.tiiC

'MWFJ 3 p
•
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7 A t$til }. , .
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20-22 April
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· Join us!

at home so she can watch her Normandin over a microtwo-year old daughter grow up. ph9ne.
.
.
··1 feel like I'm trying out for
The · middle-aged woman
cheerleading again like in high hosts this round .
school," ~he says after '"I got , -Behind Grove, a new friend.
lucky, I quess." .
Allan Palmer. offers her his
Never much of a trivial buff, - support and gulps down
· G,rove says she first became Augsburger beer.
interested in it after the game
The lawvers rattle off the
hi-t New England~
answers to their first questions
.. I called everyone I knew to correctlv ..
get a hold of the board game,"
'"M ik~ s ·tivic."
she savs, '"finallv I found it."
.. Mario Puzo."
Caliing hers~lf · a - .. game.. Red."
·
playing fool," Gtove says her.
Grove also answers her first
Trivial Pursuits board is worn _questions correctly. In the nex.i ·
with use.
set, she misses a sports question
.. This game's bigger than the about the Boston Braves. --"·
Cabbage Patch doll," she says.
But after finally -answering a
Round two.
question from each category
The moderator asks, .. What correctly, she rolls. a four and
is Anita Br:v ant's favorite lands in the center of the board.
one dav.
fr ui t?" the te.ims break into
Her opponents sieze on the
· Acro'~s · from him, a team laughter.
_
sports category tor lirove's
listt:ms to the next question.
After 20 minutes, team , next question.
.. Whaf was Ed Sullivan's number six cemposed ,of three
'"What's the most ·popular
wife's name'?"
male la·w yers and . a paralegal card . game in the English
.. Mrs. Sulliva-n," responds ·named Bridget from the law speaking world." asks the.host. i
the baffled team.
firm of Burns, Brya·nt:'
Pause; :..
- .. ,
Forty minutes into the game - Hinchey, and Shea, wih tffeir
~ tares: at ·the beige
Pamela Grove, a young one- table's single elimination.
cu(taim hanging in front .of
woman team dressed in tight
···we picked a balance . of ,her. ·
gray- sweater is · players so- we ·could answer all . ..Bridge." sh~ answers softly.
j.eans and
asked whattbe words ·act arma,: :of the questi9ns" · says Tony
-- f-ler sn:iall eyeslight- up-as the··
a·d .ar-ma' rnea·n. _ _
Mc Mannis, team 6 captain. hos:t says ~·correct.". · Yet>- she
..To. arms . to arms," she·
·-rm arts ' and : entertain,. · re_main-s calm as, if this win is;
respond·s. w·i nning the round.
· ment," says Bridget, _who~ like trivial.
..
•·
.. I ; remembered answering ·her teammates, is dressed
Then a smile lights up thf
. that question when . J played'.' t'conservatively.
,
'
face of the first annual Trivial
withmyfamily,"shesayslater,- ' After the·consolation _Pursuitchampion.
.
f"because they laughed at -me · · :_rounds·, team six sits with Pam
·Tm learning a lot,"she says,,
when I blew it."
. . at the winners-table in the front adding that she ·probabl-y will'
Grove · is s·m all but self- - of the room . . -·
never . n~~d :,~ _J\.){~;;i.Qh~:t.jy:
assured ·:-.::st-raight·, brown . It is the final round. Ali"the . informatiorl. ••Joi"d. lear n that
·s'Houlder..:le-ngih -· hair hangs :people i-n -th{room are standing you have to have saliva in your
.fro1T1_ -her-head-. For the past 12 . around the table.
mouth to have taste, though~:' )'ears she has worked at New
.. Qu-ie_t'. p_lease," says :: It's true." '
Hampshire - Glass · io -\ Ports- ,
moµth as _ a bookkeeper, ·
though ·now~,, she does-~ her work
:;
- -

,'-:cf~o;~
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:suwa~PGSJTIONS

AVAILftH(I!"
Varian/Extrion [)Msion __i n .Gloucester, MA ·js curreAtly seeking applis:ations,
for Summer Employment in the following areas:·. .
,.
. . -':_ " ~-

.:Bausch '.
an-d Lomb

• Electrica I Engirle~riflQ ,-,.-_
• Mechanical Erig,~eefing .,.'-• Computer Science
· ·~: Chemistry
~
Varian is engaged ·in the rr:ianufacture of complex, large _scale equipment
used in the .fabrication of semi-conductors. If you are interested in a challenging summer position with the opportunity to gain excellent hands-on
experience, ViJe . must have your resume by April 11th. Please forward to:
Summer Employment Administrator _._
VARIAN ~IATD, INC.
Blackbum Industrial Park
Gloucester, MA 01930
An Equal Opportunity Emplo_}er

SALE
8
20 /o OIi
.·Sugge~fed Retail Prices
- ·. No-Imitations

.

Co~e in now while supply la~ts. · .

varian

ILUNETTE OPTIQUEt ·
LICENSED OPTICIANS .

• CENTRAL AVE., DOVER 7'1-20N

.DISCOUIIT FOIi STUDEIITS I SEIIIOR CITIZEIIS
IUILL 1101 APPLY 011 SALES I COIITACTS

--------- AID------ •<-.·. .--------"-'-· -··~..,. .- _
,. . _
.-.·- --~-~-"'- ..........·-·--· --- ,- -........................

WORICfOI
THE IISl'EST
GllOWINGJURLI•
Ill THE IIIDUSTlll! .·

(continued from_ page 3)
difficultie·s."
6,913 students us'ed this
.. Right now it's left up to the
program.
student to do much of the · The total money available
digging for himself. I would
for students in Fiscal Year 1983 ·
like to close the gap," Hancock
was $35.903,473.
said.
The second category of
Hancock said the meeting
loans, which has been cut, still
with -the Financi~I Aid Officers
has $20.597,181 which 9,071 .
was a good starting point in students qualified -for in Fiscal
working on the problems
Year 1983. In 19834,632 Workfacing students. -~1 think the Study Students were employed
meeting was helpful . ·in , by the University System: these
e~ta blish-i ng a beginning, but students received $4,084,893,
more needs to be done in the according .. to the Campus
future."
Financial Aid offices.
·
During the meeting in
Rock said the student
Concord the student body presidents also learned where ·
presidents from all University- this aid comes from. According
Systen1 colleges heard reports to the information given, 79
on the availability of money for percent of the aid comes from
students. The three major the federal government, 16 .
categories for money are percent from institutions, 4
Grants, Loans, and Em- . percent private, and I percent
ployment. In Fiscal Year 1983. from the state.

PEOPLExpress is coming to campus_in search of
CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS .
SOPHOMORES... JUNIORS...
SENIORS.~.GRAD STUDENTS

VOTE!

: ... ~. ~"'•

-~: ..:...";-.
,
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START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. You'll be the first point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate
!
· scheduling and price information-and·$e_lling sc.ats:lor fi~()PLExJJr~s,s flights. :f\ r. :
You'll be _
based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.
q_ t,..~ -~ -, · ~
f

· summer oau cama counsellir Positions

t _

in Manchester New Hampshire .

I

College wo~k-study preferred
Contact:-Frank Mitchell. Pine Island 4 -H Center.
2849 Brown Ave. Manchester N.H. 03103
Tel: 627-5637 ·

.THE JOS OFFERS-ALL THIS:
• $5.0o" an hour to ·start-with regularly
: THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
scheduled raises ·
'· HOURS
MAY WORK ARE:
:J;..tt,...
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but
: .'.; • Mjnimui:n of 4 hours per day spouses, too, after 30 days of employrnent) .• Mi{iimum ot?0 ,ho~rs.per week

•.: ·i....

vou·

i!:

.A
Political

·• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT :

Battlegi--ound

.

. --,· 'T''

••

"• M~imum of-40 hours per week

,.,-ro QtJAL/FY,yotJ~inusthave"l:a- 'GPA of2.5 ·o,7:ietter;·be cu"ently,:ent-olled, i,e articulate~and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.

Make your fall 1984 co-op commitment plans now _with
·
-✓
Iii 'q;i,
. Molfday; 419/84. · ~1f::~~\·' i
~'=-' :.--ij::, ·"
~~'% t;_;;_ -~ ;'·
Presentations and interviews will be held at 11 am
at the STUDENT CENTER,
ROQM,-32 \~ _,~-,; ,_
--~- ..

. -:, PEOPLEXPRESsi PEQP,(.eidff;JE ,_:-

If you . missed the recent Studcn! Body
.Presidential Debate, i1 will be shown tddav at:
Stoke:'t v':roririge 7 pm .
_
Seai~o~st Lounge {MUB) .12:30
w

~~

·pm

-

Equal Opportunity Employer MtF ..

PED~ ·. . ff!SS,
.

Br~rnght to y0q by
STVN ., :
- -._; R9om 11-0 ·- · .

Mu B-- ,

,-c

RYSMART·

C

STUDENT SENA TE AW ARDS

CROSSWORD
ANSWERS

.

Jt•re

A. Chase Servit•e Award

-·* To honor outst~nding student ser-vice to .the University~"--

-, 1:"'tit~ ·uJo.(I' ~ <~·hi(•vement J>rize
*To hon:or the student who has shown the -greatest potential
, contri6tition through character, .schola·r ship, lead'ership, ·f:frid
usefulness.
Tiu~ Universit)' Women's Award
*To honor the women who have proven their value to th~ _ student
body through scholarship self-help, ieadership, and loyalty.

Applications Available, Student Senate .office, ·Ru1' 130, M.UB.
Please reply by Monday April 9, 1984 at 12:00 p.m. in room 130
q.f the Mus: Thank you, the Student Senate Awards Committee.

·-ARYAN-<continued fro~ page I')

GARFIELD ·

By· JIM PAVIS

POOKY, WMERE ARE YOO? ·
OM, NO/ MY T.EJ7t7\/ BEAR
IS MISSING-

11-116. MAS Tl-IE MAKING6 OF A
CLASSIC MYSTERY. f ALREAPY
MAVE SOME PRIME 505PECT5

IT'5 EASY WMEN YOU LIVE
WITI-I A .ROGUE~' OALLE.R.Y

4-3

©

1984 United Feature Syndicate.Inc.

By ·JO~~NY .HA~'·_,

B.C.

-----------~w C.OME. r STAND ON

......

lF

Yl'-U ~ WAA,

Tt-\E OTHER SIDE, Tt-tE ~EK
FLoW61HE. or~ER WA'( ?
.

DRI\Jes Me NL.Jrs ~

tra.i ning for the-;. .fin_al rnce war
against bl<:1cks and Jews." He
sa.id the organization is run by-a
mah named Reverend Butler
who resides in Hayden Lake.
Efforts to reach the Reverend
were unsuccessful.
Jeffrey Onore, director of
MU B/ Student Activities, said
he had seen the pamphleJs, but
knew little a-bout Aryan
Nations. ··1 don't think that
they are a bonafide student
group. It's probably one person .
passing through town · doing
this," he said. One of the
pamphlets, offers a $50,000
reward to anyone who_ kills
Menachem Be.gin, Onore said.
_. Eric Goldman, president of .
· the Jewish Student Organization, (JSO), said The
Women's Center, the Minority
Awareness Committee, and the
J SO are preparing a response
to Aryan Nations and a similar
grol.Jp called The New Order,
·There is a fair amount of
discrimination on campus, ~nd
it is rising," h~ said. TEMPORARY
PART TIME
-SAl_,ES HELP

.
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'By JEFF MACNELLY

lkt\\c·c·n April 12 and 15 \\c' 11c·ed to
l'Ollta_ct 5000 oi' tlllr customer, to inlorm
thc·m ol a special promo1io1wl olkr. \\' c•
nc·c·d 21) pc·opk \I ho \I ill \I ork 20 hr,. \\'e
\1ill pa, S6.00 _ pc-r hour plu, \ak,
inn·nti\c·,. Ir :.ou ha\c' ,ak, l''-PL"ric·nce
or ahilitie,. and can uimmunicatc·
c·llc·ct i1 c' I) · h:, ph, llll'. pka,c· l'a II·
, ik?UJ1.J1
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BLOOM COUNTY
By ·BERKE BREATHED

ANYLABEL!ANYARTIST!
OVER25,000
TO CHOOSE FROM!

FR E E*

·By icun,n.g Amenca·s fas1est growing tam11y of music collecto rs.
you ..vdl be ablt> to la ke advanlage ol tne besl va1ue in-the fflus,c
industry loday' Mernbe,~ recerve i 5 cert1flca1es: s,mpl~· rede~m
on~ cer111icale when b~y,ng i;ln album or tape trom US. at naticnal
hst ::mce. <tnd 1ece1;,·~ )·i::ur second choice FREE. Each cert1f,cate
1s redeef!laOie tor an album or cP.ssetie !ape uo to S9 98 m vah..11?
·piui; po~l~!i?'.and nan::Jhng
Send S 10.0.0 Membersn1p to.

· 14 DAY

~~~=·

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

fl--m•tk•t.NH0,38&7 -

Fall 1SBQ Field Experiences
·h ,p nppt>n1111i1it·,.

\pph

1111-, ,.

,el

,d1t·d11le

al

pr<'-

rq,!i~1ratit1H

cve1<..:

WI/AT /51H€

Ct/Ck .. .

NATllR<- Of OOP ?

Wl/l~l?K.. .
Cl/Ck .. .

~ ,_IJ.(,'(- \

S.l-t27.\ lfrwna1io11 ~alt·, . .- \irlint· . \.I.

-.,.;_oo

hr :

s .Lt II s . .\ I a r I,, l' I i II g ;
l'il'l°lrt>lli,· ( "·· "1-1

~ a I '.' ' •

",l,,l)(I

" a j (I I

hr.

S.llh:- - \la11agt·mt·n1 / B11_,i11g
majt>r lfrtailn.

-.,2.;o ,,J...

( ,111.ta·l°I: l· ield l·. ,pnielH't•,
\ t'ITt'llt· II np,t-: St,2-11 S-1.

C Edward Jurius

ACROSS
·1 Dutch philosopher
8 Wonder of tlw 110rl d
locale ··
14 Degree of qual lty
15 &oat race
17 Everythfng counted
(2 wds.)
18 Gave forth · .
19 Prefix: IIOOl
20 Barbara and· Sir ··
Anthony
22 eoa·s t
23 Ms. Arden, et al.
25 Ciose to (poet.)
27 Actor JIM1ngs
28 .Avian abodes
30 Sh011 .,.rts
32· Caires and --.33 Inferior substitute
35 God of the sea
37 S-rve
· 39 llr. Connary
40 E1lffn or llalt•r
43 On tilt stock
exchanga
47 "Light-hors• . Harry"
48 Hatred
50 Audacity
51 Forarly, for■arly
O

•

Collegiate CW83-4

'53
55
56
58

!~ ~~~1!!:ire's

~=l~f the birch
French kings
French • .rn1_ng
Zl
~sat1sfactor.y
24
product
· 26
60 Presidential
29

sister
s 1gn
IMrd (off)
Drhe back
Taker of
aonogra■
dictation
61 Put to use
31 Cleaning pro~let11
63 HHOpllll lac
34 "The Prisoner
65 Merrymaker
of - •
66 llolybdenia, .e.g.
36 Racer Al or Bobby
67 Disavow again
38 Good-natured
68 Gn.1.,tng 1n1.. 1s
ridicule
40 One whO scolds
OOWN
41 F1dgaty
42 ~clad
1 Tr1angl• with
· 44 llalk•d on
unequal sides
45 Apparent
2 Idle chatter
46 -6ob1 and llojave
3 Disuse
47 Aelat1ve of th•
··4 Insect •w
aonkey
5 llo0chl1nd 1nstr,.nt 49 Organization
6 Clas-te. of Doble
co■ponent
Gil I is
52 Li Ice a bathrooa
7 Eve and Enoch
wll

8 lllforelllnd blrp1ns 54 CO.le str1p
9 and· haw
10 S111rtan king
11 Early-blooa1ng
(poet.)
Eap1re or footstool

U

57
59
62
64

character
Shade of gree_n
Ex1gancy
Buddllist sect
Scottish_ uncle .
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:'86€P/f
1 QT. SOUR CR£AM .
1 TSP. SAU€.RKRAUT
~ CUP CHIVES.
STIR ANV SPR/HKt..£
WITH ~CON 6ITS.
\

)\

rve

J(J5T GOT 10
5TAf?r t..ABEUNfJ

MY 50FTWAKL
0
0

\~

. ~~

Intern.

I

_A_p_a_r_tme
_____n_t_s__fo_r_,R_e_nt_.;..,,

!•

I

1979 Honda CM 400. Excellent condition
- low mileage, dark green with striping
$750 or best off'ef,. CALL-603-474-2296
or 207-645 :'3$68'
· ,· 4-

Hi Steve-0, I'm having a great .time!
YOU?? Would you Oink or bark for me? OH
• Sure! How ·s your elbow sweetie? Oh
'know, 80 degrees is just too h·ot! You??
Love ya, Michelle

a

Jen-I had
great time at Pousette ·Dart
Concert. It' is a shame you couldn't come. I
hope you had a great weeker;id .

Johnny O,You·re staff at arts and farts
wants to ·wish you a HilPPY Birthday. Are
you ·-23 years and·still _s exy I.i ke Rae is 22
a rid still· that ? .:
,r, - · '

Susie-I'm melting!
Billy boy- if xou d,on't com'e through, your
·. Penny.John and -I· appreciate all the hard
·Hey .Now, Don't you think that Roberia is
name ·is .
· · ,._.
·
., work, you·ve ,been doiRJi for us. · Congrats
th~ .best b1Jsiness manager" anywJ,ere. I
on the RA job,yoL;J deserve it.
sure do!
.
It is:_ going'to.) .E:_somet~_inQ I ca'n'iwrite iri
SEnior -K:ey members.don't forget about
,
I
, · •.
I need - two or more tickets. to the Hotel ·· ·P_e_r_so_.n~a_s_..
elections this week.
· Adrnn·s Gour.met Dinner on either Friday.
Hi . Br.iApril 13orSauti-dayApril 14.lfyou'renot.
H_i_-B_r_i-----'--------Hey Polo and Aldo, How's the project
_going I'll pay 'full price. Sterve 749-2172.
coming???• Hope you Jwo haven:'t caught a
·Steven
Micheal
Gold
,s
an
ig.-an-o,.
Hi
Bri...
Spice
case
of Swanhood or political f,ever.
1983 Toyota C:o rrolla SR5 : liftback,
incl.uded, washer and -dryer in apartment
19,000miles, AM ; FM i cassette, 5 spe~d. · 1Tianious toadie but I love him anyway . .. __ ..B.ahama Blue Eyes - I know you need
li.$a, GREA-EA-EAT performance. Now,
building walkirig, distance to campus,
..time . Seems like we're going "Against all
maybe I'll know who my roommate it . ..
. $6,500, Adrian 862;,'2202 daytime, 659-._
qu·iet, $425 pet month available_May 20th
VVhere cjo you go to get out of t-h ~ wnos?
Odds" (Listen to it), buhf.the love is there ,. Love yoµ lots, Carol
2415 eveniA9 .f}:
· ·;.-:.,_, ·
call Sue o·r Jeniffer evenings ormorn-ings
' The MUB, pf course. This Saturday, April
,11
·
•
868.-5302
7 at 8:00 pm .in the GRanite STate r9om, . ;We make it. Remember I'll always love S,Hey Spt1ake·a sy _GAng, wasn't going
·
·
' - ·
fhe New Hampshire Gentlemen wil host
you 1· niiss y9 u· BAD . .1 want yo4 to be
diincing with Kath ; fwn ? Let·s go again
Cape Cod Summer - HYANNIS town or
be,ach / yALS Stop here you've found it - .. ~81
Repairs . . .. .. . \heir ·,. 5th ' . Annual Sporing . son§fest h:i:JPPY ILYVM ; YBB M.A.C.
real soon.okay Bob,Squig,Pam,Craig and
alone or with frinds· 2pm room· with own'
_
_
, featu r ing the Simmons NotabJe and the
FS/ABVUPS.KVEO/ TLEANADP·R~I\LGA· N& f_~r SBP an g.
Gary 7Re1J1ernb.er that it is only 46 days till
3
4
fridge, ~itchen priviledg~s. ,use pf cable
Harvarq _Opportunes. Tickets . in tile MU!3
• · we, leave this place so ·let's make it -fun
TV. Apts , cottages $50 00. weekly,
DJ: Services ·_ DJ from radio station
and aCtile door
.
We have tlle-!g,1_Nest Airfares_ To Europe
while we, can. XXXOOO Rae
.
Season only College ~tmosphere 1- 778- · WGIR / Manchester to D.J . your next party
And Across 'AmericaL For Free Color
MT.I've o·nly got "46 days left, so help me
ndI0rd
11 -58 -or J-~729-p905 or school-event. Rates Reasonable ; negoAre you tir_ed ·of your la
neglect,n!:} · Brochure, Write to: CAmpus Travel - Box
n1ake tl1em fun :oka:y: -Nex_hirn_e_l'II buy the
ti able. Call 74SJ-.67G9 we ekday e-venings
your r.equeSlS to make repairs to your
11387 ?St. Louis, Mo. '53fo5
..... "'
cream if y°ou bri'i-ig th'i:i wine I love
In Dover - 4 bedrooms, · living "room,
after
6
Pm
Keep
trying
apartment?77
Conrad
the
UNH
mediation
filling
th·e space OFl the personals page .so
kithcen and -b.ath, a nice large apartryient.
project
room
13.6
MUB
·
Which
colors
do
you
look
best
in?
How
do
extra
good lucl< on your exam. lu" frorn
Ce ntrally located . $565 per month
you know which mc1keups will enhance
v
Papers, resumes and letters prepared
includes l1eat : lease required no, pets·.
professionally ;;i nd _,qur;ckly by, 9 ..Jo .5.
Wa r-m 6 year old gir'I and 37 year; old
your looks? Make an appointement now
the chick who sent the other one.
SR c:r e 1;1r1;,ii ~e rv rc;e. ,S1rrno El rrd 0e, ~ -x e1e r , .. . 1:iro'feisional .· [)ad need very resoonsible
G:all 742 -7 902 i:J P.IW A P.11 7 and 9 p .m .
1
0
NH (603) ?72-9\)85
., '
. . live - in child's companion & housekeeper.
:~ j 4 r J l i t'~'i1f ~~r ;~~~s~~s~f~':S~ ~
--_ ,;_ _ •
.· Durham Apartm.erit two bedroom
l - 'ir1c ·o:nte , r a'x . Abo.(:J t 3 o hours each week in exchange
your do rm : so/0riry or apartme~rn. Special
,, _ ~'
'
·1
apartment'for rent in September. $350- . Prof e ss·1ona r_· ":fe•cl'e. r-"a _
.~,~f q r •room and bo.ard at out country home
··'
·
inclu·des all utilities. On Kari -VAn route.
prepa t'at ion se rvi c:es .lYiSCO·lfhi ._ V'{ith .'aflv
o n . lake, w ith own entranc•e · and bath.
i:ates'fo r.Jst ucfents
·_ f
_ i
1
Call 868-5921 .
UNH id, S.5 an.d. up. Cali 862-3478, B,rc uce,, . About 30 cnil es from Durham;- Contact•
ATTENTION 'MU-SIC LO\(~·RS!·The , Nevy
for appoin t ment --':'· · · •· Brad Schwartz, RFD # 1, Sanford Maine,
Hampsh tre Gentlemen wil'I be in fineforru
:• ;;
Room for-rent - Durham. Kari-VAn route.
Typing_, ·writing ano 'Graphic Design ' by . 04073
_,
.
this Satu rd ay;, Ap r\l 7 in the Granite State,
$175. No smokin.g or alcohoL -priv1:1te
entrance - cooking and bath . Call 868Pennagra phjc_s }LY}{~ tt,infJ,, Asp(),.,ci ~ts _/_~.~ ou-n~elors Ca-mp Wayne, northeastern
Rm of'the MUB. The·-GEnf s are,-HOsting • ---,,,
"
I;'-.#<
Resumes, reports, cliart..s and gr,aphs -58 .· Peiir,\a. Co-ed children's camp. Interested . their 5th ann/usl Srping. Son gfest. Special
··-✓-·<..
5921
Ma
,n
_
£ti'eE!tD~r:J1,arn,
§.68
-lO
J
5
MWF.
~:
·,ri
Re/sident
Assistants
adn
other
students
guests
inclu'
.
d
e
the
Simmons
Notables
S[!m r,n e r. sub!et.in the .!=oopq 2 bedrnom.•
6
Sat
·
9
,
2.
tJp
the_
sta,r_·
bet_
vveen
Cla,S§I.C
.
who
really
love
children
.
Our
specialty
i_
s
and
the
Harv,ard
Opportunes:
Non-mus,c
Irving room wrth porch, kitchen and bath.,
0
Ideal for 4 people,' male / female. Call Rich
~;nyee:~:1::~s!:~:rpersoh in s"e;·rch: 6f ~.·
:~v~~! a;::/~}f~~~-~~t ~ J i'.~;-~f)a:~a!,~t~~ -::t
-at 2-1696 or M?c at 868-96.44
personal , care attendant. Must have · yoLfr t elephone number.
·
door.
~
-~- ,.. p
LI · · 0 I

Cond_imini um ii) _D over ..onl<.,i:i_ri-v 9 n r.ou.te
In IDurham, apt ·s~blet ·avail. for summer.
Two single bedro91')1s, .one · dpuble, full, . 2 bedroom 11/? bath, wook stove, all
appliances $4({500:' CaH after· 5 p .m
kitchen and bath, very large living room
749-4128 ... - .
.
'
W i fire·place and large windows, laundry,
FOR ''SALE;- 9 RM. New Englander. 4-5
yard, g.arage,, very nice residentiaI.· a_rea '.
· Rent is $750/ mo. includes all utilities
BEdr-ms
Rochest.er . Over V? acre .
· Excel lent condition ar:1d locatior'l . V.A.
Call 868-7'377
assu!nable $49,900 call 332: 5885
Durham - o·n e ' bedroorri· apt - t.itilieis

I

_
·_,_,,~;,_
"_t__________

·1~. ·,

Ind

ke

,1
· ' __'"
·,::-·~

Help Wanted

l11 fI

...._____ _______

-~ite_;t::;~t;7io ~!~~gN~t~~~sft~~~tu~!

I

e,pei,ence wo,<ing with I he di sabl ,, d
Call 772 -3803 eve nings .

1•

I

I

·.Personas .·
·5'easor-ial or • Fulltime · Employment"
Experrenced Painters Wanted Minimum
.. , •
2 ,years experience.. Phone 868 -2524. M ,
Th_
. _af_t_e_r_5_
:3_0_
. _M_r~K_e_rr_ig___a_n_·______ , El, Happy 19th!

1
.

... _ .·.

·

Make u N H . Gt ea I • Ag a i n· .•. •'ifd TE
FAUSKE / LANDRIGAN for SBP & SBVP .

Cou ncn T ,avel/ Cl FE Fa, I nte mation aI
st1Jdent ID Budget Air fares . USA flights
Euro_pe charters, youth Hosiel
· membership Eura ii pass, work and study
abroad, . and much more! Free Cataiog,
Call 266-1926 or drop by our new office.
t
2nd
t
.
1B6oylS On Sl.,
Floor, BoS On' Ma
Expose·· yo·u rse·l_f ' to all the SAF Student

-6~~

For summer work at Salisburry Beach
RAISE YOUR GRADES! English Major will
Two individuals , Desirable with some
cri t ique your papers: •· and help • you
rjh otograph experience. Salary and " improve your · writing. ''.$4.50/ h\r. , Phone
commission . After 6 p.m. 926-5715
., Edmund . 862 -3270. Typing service also
Organizations . by applying for Student
·
·1 bl
Activity Ffe Chairpers@n .. More details
"New England tioys camp:· Mass.
ava, a . e.
and applic•a tioris in Room 145 of the MUB.
Counselor Positions for Program
Happy Birthday S,m egma!
Deadline fo_r apP,liC;'ltions is April 6th
s·pec_i alists: Baseball, Canoeing, !=ycJing,
FAUSKE AND LANDRIGA'1" for SBP AND
~
Tired of use less student governm.en_t? •
. · an d
Sailing, swimming, tennis
SBVP. Vote Tod 9 y.
waterskiing , Arts and .Crafts, Computers.
Vote FAUSKE / LANDRIGAN
•
Drama / M4sic, .Photograp·hy, Overnight
2 PEOPLE WANTED: to share Dover
For disputes between ' roommate's,
Camping ,. Woodworking~- Send, details,
house for surnmer with 2 others (1 male,
neighbors or landlords ~ Contact the
references -:- camp Mah-~ee-Nac, 190 _ 1 female). Good location! Grea.t house!! 4
UNH Mediation project Room 136 MUB
Linden Aye·n y e, Glen Ridge, NJ 07028
bedrooms, L and a half baths, Irving room, i ·
. .
.
.
S tl!m-m e·r joh s _ : ·Ogunquit,'. Ma.in'Ei'.
bar room ;,l'oifg•e 'kite t.1'en'f>ff str·eet park-i.ng!,t--Are you living off eampus and feeling"
0 2eanside Hotel rie 61 ds chamber maids
2 min walk to KariYan. $105/mo . plus
_hassled by your roommate? Check out the
Salary, , tips, room provided . Call (207 )
utilities . Contact Bryan (room 811) 868UNH mediation project Room 136 MUB
_
or
write
Mr.
Blake,
b'OX
,
9759
ir
2-2760,
best
to
call
nights.
Red Tower Apartment available to~ next
555
363 6566
York Harbor, ME 03911
VOTE for Chris Fauske and Dan Land r igan
year! Fall & Spring Semester - 230/ per-27 year old disabled person in search of
personal care attendent. Must have
bl d
experience working wi th t-he dis.a e ·
Call 772-3803 evenings.
Tutor -needed for. p'robability and stats
course (EE · 546). ·Tpp dollar paid i,f you ·re
very ··good. I need help bad! -Call Steve,
8613-1041 after 5 pm
Overseas Jobs ... Summer , yr . roun d
Eurpope, S America ; Austrailia, Asia. Afl
f ields. $900-$2000 mo. sightseeing . Free
info. Write IJC, PO box 52-NH coron a Del
· Mar, CA 9262b

tEoldleany-oa.nned tmomoroerryoewa.r unt·,1 yo'u •re lega; f
L
D ff K . S
J r
ess, aura , a , aren ; .ue, u re - ·
FOR SALE,· 75 Rabbit. Many new par_
ts,
looks and runs great. Recent inspection.
Asking $ 1250. Call Kevin at 868-9792
Happy Bi rt hday Ellen!!!!
VOTE FAUSKE / LANDRIGAN, TODAY
AND TOMORROW!!

- ~ort~~nncr'~1::s~v~~~~:~it~uJ:~~~~~\~~f~
, ha"e
to pay d,.fferen·ce of summer sublet
=
v
" 1 Female roommate., n_on smoker
Centrally located in· Dover_in a · restored ·1
colonial. 3 bedrooms, living room ,
, kitchen . Near Kari van s 500 per mont.1') ·
includes heat · & electricil y. Lease
requ ired, no pets . Call 742 -7908 between
7 & 9 .p .nJ.,
FAUSKE / LANDRIGAN for SBP & SBVP
If you see Ellen S., wish her a happy
Some Real Leadersh.ip F·or A Change!! 1 ,
birthday.
Vote April 3 & 4
..
'
..

SUMMER JOB

For sale 1974 455 Buick Centruim both
sports and I·uxury car, power seats, power
wrndows . ADP cruise control, Excellent
r-unnign corid, five good tires ; new brakes,
no rust. $'850 or b.o . Call Wang 749-9213

-~)'•"
":
NHOC
· .,~

1977 V.W . Rabbit - - super condition with
tape, CB and new michelin tires. Runs like
a dream. Call afternoon 868-5558 , ask for
Jon 210 or best offer.
1976 Dodge DArt sport Coupe, slant six
automatic, PS / air, Stereo cassette. Runs
great. Good pa,nt, vinyl roo.f mint interior'
No Rust. 5 new all season radials,. new
shocks, etc . Always well maintained
· Asking 1950 but reasonahle offer
considered Call 868-1687 .
TRaynor Ts-9H cab inet for sale, 200 watt
capacity Nine 8" speakers, e:x:cellent
condition $200 call Nick or Jeannie 8685928, 659-2580
Dean Elite guitar for sale. very good
condition Tiger strrupe .finish, top of line
with · hardstieM - ease , $4.00 .Call N1Gk .or
J e'anni'e 868-5928, 659-2580

e~
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w,·, I . · .., -·- ..,.; · ...~- '
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Susi e-0• ~ 'll>Pv 22nd B,rthda\'; K[ddo
Here is. to al,I the great tin'TeS:~WE:l! v'e'1'ht 1iJlli1•
this yea r) Q.uebec, be:e'r~ bla s;'t j;'., · _' •
.
~
pa ttYi ng. erc t; Thef II neve, 9e J o,gotiel,'
Let's go for it; durmg the nexttwcffrho?lt h~ ~ - thengradua f ion!!T_hanksfo_reve r : y f b ~ ~---.,-".J\=
Love SAraLe:e : .
•
.
.
Hey now -

Don't you think that Roberta

=v~~ ~~~-bf~~ ~~~~:s:o~o~afri~r~~~~

MUB for that matter I sure DO . BMP
.
'Don't let the snow of last week ·dampen
your spring plans , This Saturday at 8:00
pm in the GRanite State RM. of the MUB
is where spring off icially gets unde'r way.
That's right it's the 5th Annual New·
,
.
Hampshire. Genlemen
Springs
Songfest.
Good singing and good times will help
warm your spirits! Tickets in MUB anci''a t
the door.
Mortar Board members, yes · that's
right.Mortar Board Members,Don't forget
about our Wednesday night meeting .
Don·t blow if off cuz -it's important.and
we ' ll be discussing our end of the year
acti v ities.
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·.·Y qung's ~ Restaurant.
48 Main St. ·

New Hampshire Outing Club

,l)urh.am), ·N.-H. ·

,868-2688
Offering tl~e following sp~cials
from_ A pri l 4 thru A pril 10

Academic Year 83 -84
Breakfast S pedal
(Salar)· Pos~tion)
Business M~nager .
(Work-Stud)'· Position)
Office Seeretar,·
.

.

N·URse-·

t~~:r~o;;it~i!J~~~:1~=~~ ~ \
, , . ·.. })
-"'~ .
·
·xcep t tti' at' d·r·lilner
· '
connrseur o f wine.,_
fl_
was"
''°
•~
the greatest. Than.ks for su'C ha .wonderful · . • • •
. · . · ~ ·
evening .and good_ luck on .those exams : I
know a perky -MUB- RAT who misses you ,.,,.,,
and wants to sl:rare some laug-hs r-e:a l_ - •
· soon . Dinner at the Malt House,sbould be
loads of fun .after ·all,h-ow often do you geta fr ee night o n the town and a night of
On Ap ril 16, 17, 18, 1 9
conve rsatro tl Love RAH
, '
1Q rn 3 p m
Personals ,wha t~th,is. stuffreat party
a: M. -U
.-B · ·
Reina II! Got to do rt again, soon. How
about my place this Saturday as a ma_tter
·
·
of fact7 Details la-ter
---------•

I
I.·

.

, , ': -i Positions Open for

1979 Chev . Longbed van customizei;J,
s,nk, frrg .: tabl e, bed, $5200 or B.O . Call
942 -8955 EVEs. Ask for J e nnif er
M oclel 466 Portabl e singer sewing
machine - excellent · concl111oi1 CAIi
Suzanne 862-2050 $110 00 or BO 9 00
--- 4 30

.

Cape Cod. Martha's Vineyard, and Nantucket have thousands of good
paying j<l.!,l~,Jivaifable to students and teachers-Jh_is summer. A directory
listing these.jobs by employer also includes co m-plete housing info and.job . .
application form s. Summer 1984 Directory ready now. For copy send
$3.00 (includes 1st Class Postag~ Jtnd handling) to:
CAPE CODSUMMERJOBBUR EAU
Box 594, Room to~, Barnstable, MA 02630

1975 Doidge-Colt, four d oor, silver, som e
rust , runs . okay . In spected in Janu ary.
$500. Call and leave messag e at 8 6 828 14,

For sale 1982 White Renault LeCar.
Large sunroof, AM i FM . tape · Cassette,
31 ,000 · mil es. Excel'lent condition . CAIi
736-9720 and leave a message

I.

J

1'---~-for~_. ·_Jl§J

1976 Datsun B-210 Delu xe sedan, tot ally
restored mechanically, new body panels
and complete paint job, 310 GX corduroy
seats, runs and looks excellent , 4 .speeds ,
•81 K on Car , Best offer, Call Helene at
749-9274 - Even ing better

-f
I ~--·ve· ~:-=•t.t,h,·n·g's
I .J. __
·I
H',
-· · -" •
I
ijnn1n .
I
I
I :/
,
I . ,.-,
. · (; ;
I
~DU rha J1l tJled Cross
B d·'·M
<...~ : b·1 ·.
,1

Two pancakes with sausage palli and one
egg any style 1ritli cotfee or tea .. ...... .... $2 .15

~

Lunch~on Special

Pic k ·up app licatio ns
m Room 129 MU.B, N HO C office
or on bulletin boa rd
outside office

Delicious hot roast heel se;·,·ed on a
sesame hun 11:iihji·ell(:h ..... .... ...... ... .. .... .$2 .05

Din.ner Special
Chicken cw/et dinner irith 111ashed /)()ta!Ues
or ji-ench _1)-i~'s, :~111all salad a1.ul a roll ... $2 70

---------------THETA CHI----------------<continued from page 4) :
estimates of renovati"on costs
, have ranged from $40,000 to
$86,000._
Hopkins said theyhave been
searc_h ing for a house for a year
-" and -a half. ThougJI he admits
the house looks '"pretty bad"
from the outside, with peeling
paint and a leaning frame, he
said it's the ne_glected front

stairwell which makes the
house look ••worse than it is."
The original Theta Chi
house, established in I 931, was
what is now Webster House on
Madbury ·Road.
"1lt · was one of the most
respected, largest brotherhoods at UN H," said senior
Tom Carey, Theta Ch_i _pJ~~_ge

nH Printworlls
Hats, totes, golf shirts, sweatshirts
Businesses, clubs, organizations
Many styles available
No order too small
Long sleeve T-shirts
with sleeve printing

they expect to be recognized
before the semester ends. .
,
- r
themselves, more concern 10
,
. The brotherhood prnsentJ their well-being and the well1 n cl u des
football an beingofthefraternity.lnsome
basketball •d players, . ROTt
f.ratermt1es,
. •
·
peo pie J·ust J·-oin
men,
res1
ent
ass1stant5
d
h
· ·
•
, - d
•
. an go t roug h the _ranks"
engmeers, an _ .men
mvolved
1.
A.ssocia
_· t e D ea. n· of' Students
.
.
ff.
t h e ~tu_d ~nt actlv1t1es o 1c_e ani Bill Kidder, who also serves ~s
the JUd1c1al boar~, according t, the Greek advisor, said he 1s
Carev. Theta Chi also won th,.
· 1mpressed w1'th -"the 1'ntent and
f-loat ~ contest at H omecommi
h
•
- "of Theta Chi's
last fall and has fielded twc t edsenho_usness
.
lea ers 1p.
.
. ·
·
c_h amp~on __mtramural r~crea, .. 1think that any fratermty or
t10n teams mto two years.
. . th t' lreadv here and
.. 1 ·h· k
•
f h
sorority a s a
•·
.
t mff we re •part o t . e ne\\ canac.1evege
- h.
tti·ng a house 1s
·
image o ratermtes commg on f .. 11 .
·t,
rpose " Kidder
.,
_,, H k. , ·ct "Th u 11 1 mg 1 s pu
,
campus,
op ms sa1 .
e said. "That's a major part of
brothers have more respect for w h at f raterm·t y or sorori'tv., 11·fe
is about."

- - - - - - - - - SIG-M A BET A
( continued from page 4)

Peter C Greider

313 ~ Layfayette Road
Portsmouth, NH 03824

603-431 ;8319

·."

Cl1arlottc' s Web
An·nual and Mov-ing - SALE
, 20% off enti_re stock except for Raumagarn
Up to 50% _o ff discontinued yarns
:_, Moving to 119 Water Street
-~ (Formerly Youlands )
·
Sometime in May

Sale dates are 4/2-4/7

Mohair-Angora
R~umangarn
· Candide-Cottons ·Norwegian Yarn
Tahki-Manos
Mac Auslan Shetland
Anny Blatt
778-1417

Exeter, NH 03833
-

.

marshal and one of the new
founders.
The old house held - 65
brothers, he said, adding that
renovations to the "new" house
could allow for up to 25.
Carey said he doesn't believe
the fraternity will have the
same financial problems it
experien~ed a decade ago.
"We don't have the financial
obligations they had back then.
Our budget isn't as big,
therefore neither are - our
debts," he explained.
Though -the fraternity has
not yet received its charter from
the national fraternity, he said

bureaucracy within the -handkapped children. Watson
said he came up with the idea to
organizat(on--ad_vert.ising_ and
promotional costs are kept sponsor Anibel while watching
· "Star Trek" over Christmas
.down."
Philanthropy has never been break. An ad for Save the
a main priority of Sigma Beta Children came on, and Watson
before this semester, Watson recalls thinking "it was a great
way to start off the semester."
said.
As Beta vice-president: ·
"Wt had been isolated in our
. concerns," Watson said. "We Watson is in charge of
· as a house weren't readv for philanthropological pursuits.
philanthropy--we didn't have The beginning of his term
coincided with Beta's entry into
the organization."
The house's work in charitv th½ sponsorship.
Beta selected Central
was stimulated by a field trip
with ~hildren from Dover America as the geographical
Youth Resources. According · area they wished to assist, and
to Watson, the brothers so recentlv sent two letters there
enjoyed this outing that they wri_tte~ by house Spanish
.
devoted funds and energy to maJors.
In return, they have recieved
the Honduran project, as well
as the Remme Associations, correspondence from Anibel's
which sponsors outings for fellow v_illagers, -and photos of

'

the little boy.
Chi Omegfl has sponsored _a
Navajo girl since last semester
through their · Mile of Pennies
drive, according to president
Stephanie Brooks, a
sophomore.
Th,e sisters operate a table in
the MUB on alternate
Wednesdays, and collect small
change, as well as collecting the
pennies in a bucket place in the
house, Brooks •s aid.
'
The Chi Omega sponsorship
is handled by Save the Children
as well arid according to
Brooks, will be continued
indefinite!,,.
lndividuai members of a
house may choose to sponsor
c·bild through their own
resources, as several Delta Zeta
sisters have dorie, a-ccording to
DZ sister Patty Canniff.

SUMMER J()BS WITH SPECIAL
-POPULATIONS
~

EASTER SEAL ACHIEVEMENT
CENTER

~

SUPDIH!t

surplus~.....

i=:::::::::::::<=:<=~::::::;::::,:,:,<~:~::::~::,::::::<:,:,:,,<:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!:i:
~

.

.

Camp Counselors andProgram Directors are
needed for a residential camping program
for physically handicapped, de_ve/opmeiltal/y
disabled and emotionally .invQlved children.
Chaperones are needed Jor a unique al{ernati\'l.' \'acation
_ JHvgram for mildfr retarded adults:
Food Service .Director, Cooks, Ki1chen Assis/ams, and
Rep;i:,·tered Nurses are also needed
Salary, Room, Board; Accide111 and Medical Insurance, and
an outstanding. experience H'ith a great team ·c~(people.

~

s11,a... ,
New Hampshire Outing Club
Great Prices on us_ed equipment, outdoor gear,
woo-I clothing and military surplus gear.

Todau and tomorrow onlu...
Senate·- Merrimack Room MUB

More information at Campus Placement Ojfice or
'write or cal/:
·
Director
.Campini and Leisure .._\'en'i,·es, Dept. JO I,
1J Lexingtvn Dri\'e, Ltil~onia, NH 03246
603-524-8552

Sale Ru-ns:" Mon Apr 2, 9 AM - 3
Tues Apr 3, 9 AM - 7 PM

_W ed Apr 4, 9 AM -

5 PM

PM

I

I

;

-/

_( continued from page 24)
assists . The U NH defense was · eleven minutes of the game for
abk, to lwld Boston Univer- UN H and Robin Balducci
played thL' rest of the way. They
their k~td tn 15-7 courtesy of a sit~·:-, high-scor'ing Chris combinL·d for ten saves.Terrier
J'iw pl)iiH run and coasted to Fleming slightly below her goali L' I LTri Gcldµr-t stopped 23
seasona\eragc<.)foversixgoals shots.
the \\in.
per game, allowing her five .
Sara K ittrcdgL' .scored six ·
·111l, Wildcats travel to
goab to kad - the Wi·ldcat
Deb Cram handled the Vcrn1l)l1t tl) take on the
• attack. \\ hilc Laurie Leary
added tom µ.oals and three goa_ltending duties for the first CatannH1nts Thursday.

a 9 -6 k:t(1 :u the half. In the
second hall UNH 'ii1e1-cased

WRITE-

SPORTS SHORTS
Wildcat Banquets
The m~n's ,wrestling team will - hol,d it.~ banquet Friday
night. The men's hockey banquet is Sat,,u rpay and the men's
basketball is May _4.
· ·

·-:·_ l.•:~- sPbRTs

The women's lacrosse team defeated BU yesterday. (File
photo)

}.

LB
NG
LB ; NG
QB
TE i LB
WR
- • 1-B
TB ; DB

Wt

Ht

Pos

6-2
6-1
6-2
6-'3

0

.

FOOTBALL

Hometown (High School)

220

Son1ei·sworth, NH (Somersworth)
Han1ilton Sl)uare, NJ (Notre Dame)
215
Utica, NY (Whitesbc)ro)
200 · N~wburyport, MA (Newburyport)
6~3 220 · Hatippaugu~. NY -(Hc:i'll±ppati.g.uct ,,.....,;~ , ..
6-1
185
Concord. NH (Concmd-)
5- W._ 215
Bellport, NY (Bcllp-ort)f
_5~9 ft,•~ 175 · Mt. -Sinai, NY (f>ort .lctTcrson)
Ol
· - 6:.4". 2)0
Beverly, M'A (Beverly) :
6-0 . 185
Hillside. NH (Hillsidcr·
DB , WR
DT- ·
6-4 ,. _·?.:.15 ,, Georgetown, MA ( Georgetown)
MQ
·• 6-1 - . 24{t ,.\ Brockton, MA (Brockton)
J)J3; WR · - .5-1.0 . 170
Peabody, MA(Pea_body)
"·. w ·R;TB; 013·5_9 . 180
Peabody. MA (Peabody)
LB
6-1
205
Warren, RI (Warren) '
FB;,TB
6-0 _ 225 . . Sudbury,M;\(Rivers)
__QB / SS
6-3
i95
Highbr id ge~ NnVoorh:ees)
TE
6:J -: 220
·w. Babylon, NY (Bab)Aon) .

Bou la:,. P:1 ul
.lames. Wilkrn1
.la rnstl'l1llk. B:1-.il
J~AD ,, Bl}.l\ .
_.,MaguirL'. I· ra 111' .
Matth L·,,~. likn
M iltl)ll. I k r ricl-,,
M itl'i1L.- il. Hl)b
MurhP:· P:ttri d.:
·:Olds. Curti -.
-:Prrnd ibk . .I im
· ;· Rca g~rn. lil_..·n
. RochT. l.ll l'L'll
R\an. Mile·
·Sil\a. Ron
Sims. Kc, in
Vandewater, BobWishnian. R ini ·

-1c..1'.'2. a1i1-'"1

1984

FOOTBALL -RECRUITS
Name

1'-;':J

. 245

~

8 M.aine_
15 -. @ Lafa yeUe ·
22 Boston Univ.
-29,, - @ Dartmquth

Sept.

~ ~

l

1

6J
13
2Q·
27

~!{

£h.·f -~,

•

·

'~nn~cticut
Bucknell
,;@" Lehigh•
@· N ortne·aster!}
,?·

,,_

3 - . Rhode Island
. IO @:-· Holy Cross ·
17 @· U M·ass

LA.X-MEN
SCHEDULE
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
UNH
April

May

IO
8
8
9
13

Maryland
Virginia
Penn St. ·,
Ade-Iphi
_St. John's

15

207 (OT)
13
6

7 . Brown
11 Harvard
16 @ Massachusetts
18 @ Boston College
21 · Delaware
· (@ New Canaan, CT.)
28 Yale
30 @Vermont.
2 @- Bowdoin
9 : Dartmouth

T_o pfay ?r not toytay- Will the 'Cats play their opener Saturday? 'One thing is for sure, they will
~•ss all-time }e~dmg scorer Ste_ve Glover(above). UNH also lost stars Brian Byrnes(ankle)and
Steve T_homas(fmger). Both may be ,out for the _ye~r.!
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Sports
Softba ll team waitin g for their opene r
By Steve La-ngevin
Defense and improved
hitting could be the keys to a
successful season for the
University of New Hampshire
women's softball squad.

Losing only four members ot
last vear's 4-11 team, the
Wildc;ts appear ready to go
after a .500 season. The leading
returners fr.om last year in.dude '
starting pitcher Terry Lav"in
a ncl harci-hittins c~r e n
Levesque (.~66 ).
A veteran infield looks to be
UN H's strong poi"i-it. Returning
are juniors Sarah Rolfe at first
and Mary Conroy at second,
and Levesque at thitd , while
sophomore transfer Grace
Willis should fill in nicely at
shortstop . Junior Lisa
Agrafiotis is the probable
stl;lrting catcher, whi'le
sophomore Lisa Markley and
freshman · Sue Dacey_will also
see some action. · · - - ·
"The infield is strong and
cohesive ," savs UNH head
coach Carol F.:-ord. "This is the
best infield we have put
together in , three years," she
added.

UNH's Mary Conroy at bat
Cross.(Jim Millard file photo)
to - be the frontrunner. The-other two, Julie Jones and
Jackie Br.ujan .are .e.xp.ec.ted to
add flexibility to the outfield.

last season against Vermont. The Wildcats are scheduled to open their season today at Holy

Senior Nancy Obuchowski
Joined by freshman Nancy
anchors the outfield from the
Manduskvie, who will be in the
left field position, with
back-up slot. [avin compiled a
sophomore Mimi Minichiello,
2.99 ERA last season.
- the only other outfielder with
Depth in the pitching corps
any experience, will hold down
right field. Three freshmen are may be a problem for the
After their first' two games
battling for the center field slot Wildcats. Lavin and sopho- were cancelled because of the
with Heidi Wentrup appearing more Chris Gillig~n will be ' winter storm last week, the
Wildcats are scheduled to begin By Sten.• Langevin
0111..' :-,trcak ended and
their season today at Holy
_ anothn began as the UNH
Cross.
·
Worni..'11.\ lacrosse team
stopp1..'d B. lJ. 's three-game
unb1..'~1t1..'11 \tr1..'ak "'ith a season-

Lax-wo men over

the B. U; Terrie rs
opernn!:'. lh-10 \ictory.
Th1..' \\ ikkats kl! behind the
Terri1..'1< )-3 in the first halL but
sC(H1..'d \i .\ \l r~1ig.ht to climb into
LACROSSE, page 23

Pohle an all-aro und p layer

Senior shortstop Walt Pohle.(photo courtesy of Sports Info.),

By Steve Gray
For several years, the
· University of Maine has
<;laminated · the New Engll;lnd
Division , I College Baseball
scene. This year, the University
of New Hampshire is trying to
change that, and shorst.o.p Walt
Po hie will be a key factor in the
Wildcat turnaround.
Pohle, the senior captain, is a
strong-armed defensive
standout with good range. His
bat has been an important part
of the UNH attack for the past
three years and he is looking
forwatd to his final season. The
Wildcats ha ve posted five
straight winning seasons and
are 6-2 alread y- this _season.
With only one letterman gone
from last yea r's 16-12 squad,
the Wildcat s have high hopes.
Pohle is one of the premier
players in Ne w England. He hit
.371 last season and made only
six errors in 115 chances. In the
past two years, handli.ng 265
chances, he has had only _14
errors.
His defen sive prowess, along
with his speed and range, make
him a pro pr9spect.
'"I definitely want to give pro

baseball a shot"," says the Lynn,
Mass., native. '"But , right now
all we want to do is make the
-New England playoffs. That's
our number .one goal."
Pohle hit .333 as a freshman,
but slumped as a sophomo_re . But, · despite the slump. his
fielding remained constant.
Coming out of high school. a
number of schools recruited
him, including Boston College,
Northeastern and several
Florida schools.
"I passed up some
scholarships, but I have no ·
regrets," says Pohle. "I wanted
to live away from home, but I
still wanted to go to a school
With a good Division I
program. UN H offered me the
chance for both."
"Right now. I ju st want to
ha ve a good season. If we get to
the playoffs. I will get the
exposure. If I play as well as I
did last year, l think I will get a
shot. But, I'm never satisfied
with what I'm doing. There is
always plenty of roo_m for
improvement."
Pohle played , with August-:
•ine 'sin the Intercity League this
summer and gained plenty of

recognition. His team won the
league title for the third straight
year and he was the team's .
Most Valuable Player for the
third year in a row.
'"I made_a lot of contacts this
summer," says Pohlc. '"Both
baseball and business are
looking good."
_
'"I always have my education
to fall back on . l've _had a job
offer alre_a dy, but I've put it on
hold. I've got to see what
happens this ·sea son . We've got
some good players .and we
should have a good season. The
upperclassmen really have to
do a good job."
. After this semester. Pohle _
· will be just one course short of
graduation. A business major,
he will complete his degree in
the fall.
'Tve been waiting for th is
season to come. Fall practice
and the indoor workouts ... I
want to get out side. I love the
i_n tensit y of the games .- "
Intensity - and the New
England piayoffs. Two things
that suit Walt Pohlejust fin e. A
job offer, preferably . in
baseball, is something he has
worked for.:.-and deserves.

